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ABSTRACT 

In this thesis, we present an analytical framework to provide statistical 

end-ta-end delay guarantees to network traffic with a novel packet scheduling scheme, 

namely the Global multi-hop Scheduling (GMS). We first introduce background lite

rature, then present the framework and performance analysis of this proposed sche

duling mechanism, which considers bandwidth resources at both upstream and down

stream hops, reserves expected bandwidth to admitted flows, assigns expected dead

lines to packets differently from traditional scheduling schemes, and decides packet 

service order based on the path of each flow. The framework ofthis thesis can serve 

as the criterion to provide statistical bounds for the delay violation probability. We 

will show that this novel scheduling mechanism can provide much better Quality of 

Service (Qos) performance over current scheduling schemes in both aggregated flows 

and specific flows with strict Qos requirement, by both theoretic analysis and simula-

tions. 
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CHAPTER! 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Thesis Overview 

The emerging broadband packet switching networks is expected to provide qual

ity of service (Qos) guarantees to real-time applications with widely different charac

teristics. Many applications, such as packetized voice and video, have stringent delay 

requirements, but can allow certain degree of packet losses; while other applications 

can tolerate extra delays but may have strict requirements on packet losses. The hete

rogeneity of flows necessitates the development of more sophisticated scheduling 

mechanisms than the traditional packet scheduling schemes such as the 

First-in-First-Out (FIFO) [31] or Earliest Deadline First (EDF) [10], etc., and more 

advanced admission control (Ae) algorithms [9]. 

As an alternative to the current packet scheduling mechanisms, we introduce 

synchronized time reference into our system, that all schedulers within a network do

main are synchronized in time. This can ensure that the time stamps information in 

packet headers can be easily maintained. In addition, when the time reference is glo

bally synchronized, we can have a much clear view of the global traffic information, 

estimate and measure the "remaining" delay along downstream paths more easily and 

accurately. Without the time synchronization mechanism, it is hard and inconvenient 

for the multi-hop time stamp analysis. 

Different from the local scheduling scheme used in most current mechanisms, we 



present a novel packet scheduling mechanism. It can dynamically alljust local delay 

budgets, reallocate the budgets among multiple hops, and it is more flexible compared 

with fixed local delay assignments. We dynamically assign expected deadlines to each 

incoming packets when the traffic load changes at downstream hops; this can actually 

reflect the instant and future delay bounds, and utilize the packet earliness and balance 

the lateness more efficiently. 

We assign expected deadlines and sort packets based on their expected reserved 

remaining delays and bandwidth resources at the downstream hops, i.e., it is a 

path-based scheduling. At the same time, we can get the experienced delays at down

stream hops with a measurement mechanism. Although this will add complexity and 

extra cost to the system, we can have accurate current network traffic information. It 

is especially useful when the network traffic changes frequently. A static deadline as

signment is only effective when network traffic is pre-defined and will not change. In 

addition, we will also utilize priority and urgency factors of packets, thus we can bet

ter satisi)' Qos requirements of all flows. 

A call admission control (AC) mechanism employs scheduling schemes to guar

antee deterministic delay bounds to connections with constrained traffic. It is a very 

important part of Qos assurance to real-time applications. Currently many papers 

simply consider if an end-to-end (e2e) delay bound can be satisfied under the best 

case. Although this way can significantly improve the system utilization, and more 

flows have chances to be admitted, the delay violation probability may be high due to 

overflow and burstiness. Other papers propose to check if the requested delay bound 
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of a flow can be satisfied under the worst case. Although by this way there almost will 

be no delay violations, it is too conservative. Since such worst case may occur with 

exceedingly low probabilities [I], and then system utilization will be very low. We 

will improve current admission control mechanism to overcome above shortcomings. 

1.2 Research Objectives and Significance 

Our research objectives are to achieve better Qos and system utilization, to sa

tisfY Qos requirements of flows. The main contributions of our research are as fol

lows. 

First, compared with the worst case admission control analysis, we will admit 

more incoming flows into a network to increase the overall network utilization, while 

still assuring that the Qos assurance of current flows will not be seriously influenced. 

On the other hand, we will have much better delay violation performance of admitted 

flows than the best case admission control analysis. 

Second, differently from [1], which discusses the delay violation probability with 

a measurement tool, and [2] which estimates the queuing distribution and delay viola

tion probability based on a single hop for the aggregation of flows, we will estimate 

and analyze the queuing delay distribution and the delay violation probability based 

on an end-to-end path in a single network domain, and then extend to multiple do-

mains. 

Third, differently with current scheduling mechanisms, including the FIFO, 

WFQ, Rate-EDF, DC-EDF, CEDF, (rate or delay) eMS, etc., we develop a novel 
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scheduling mechanism based on the globally synchronized time reference, named as 

Global Multi-hop Scheduling. GMS allows us to exploit the earliness and lateness of 

packets to provide better Qos to admitted flows, especially to specific flows which 

require strict Qos requirements. At the same time, we can still achieve the same large 

schedulability range as other scheduling mechanisms. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

In this chapter, we will present background literature review, including current 

packet scheduling mechanisms, admission control mechanisms, end-to-end delay 

analysis, concept of effective bandwidth, measurement techniques of delay and avail

able bandwidth, end-to-end delay bound division policies, and technology of time 

synchronization. 

2.1 Current Packet Scheduling Mechanisms 

2.1.1 First in First Out (FIFO) 

FIFO (First-in-First-Out) [31] sorts each packet strictly based on its arrival time. 

The first packet which arrives at a node is the first to be transmitted to its output link. 

This simple scheduling scheme does not support packet priority, and does not take the 

delay bound of each packet into consideration, which results in unsatisfactory Qos 

assurance in networks with load fluctuations and bursts. 

2.1.2 Weighed Fair Queuing (WFQ) 

WFQ (Weighted-Fair-Queuing) [31] assigns a weight factor to each flow, and 

sorts packets based on both of the weight and virtual arrival time. In this way WFQ 

allows different scheduling priorities assigned to data flows statistically mUltiplexed. 

In addition to WFQ, wPQ (Worst-case Fair Weighted Fair Queuing) [32] uses 
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both the starting time and the finishing time of a packet in the scheduling to achieve a 

more accurate emulation. 

2.1.3 Plain EDF and RC-EDF 

The plain EDF (Earliest Deadline First) [34] works as follows: each admitted 

flow will be assigned a local delay bound based on an e2e delay division policy. The 

deadline of each packet at hop k is assigned as El.k = t + d •. k , where t is the local 

arrival time of this packet, and d'.k is the local delay bound of flow s at hop k. EDF 

sorts packets based on the assigned deadline values. It has been proved [35] that EDF 

can achieve the largest schedulability range among all the scheduling schemes for a 

single hop, if the following constraints is satisfied l:!~1 A •• n (t - d •• n) ::; C • t, "It > 

0, where A •• n is the arrival traffic of flow s at hop k, C is the output link capacity, 

and K. is the number of hops that flow s will travel through. 

However, in multi-hop setting, the entering traffic characteristic can not be 

known at the inputs and the interactions that may distort the traffic are not easily cha

racterizable. Therefore reshaping traffic at each node within a network is necessary. 

To overcome such a shortcoming, the Rate-Controlled Service (RC-EDF) [36] was 

proposed to reshape the arriving traffic at each hop. [37] derives the expressions for 

the end-to-end delay bounds in term of the shaper envelope and the scheduling delay 

at each hop. However, although RC-EDF shapers will not worsen the end-te-end de

lay bounds and the schedulers can still work in an enforced work-conserving way, 

traffic shaping in general does introduce artificial packet delays. Besides, this sche-
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duling can not balance the local arrival earliness or lateness, any packets arriving late 

or early at this hop maybe continue to be early or late at the downstream hops. 

:U.4 Core-Jitter Virtual Clock (CJVC) and Coordinated EDF (CEDF) 

Core-Jitter Virtual Clock (CJVC) [39] is based on the jitter virtual clock. It de

fines a new eligibility time by using the slack variable, and the computation of the 

slack variable needs to record the sending time of each previous packet, eligibility 

time at the first hop, and arrival time. This can be done by the DPS technology (Dy

namic Packet State [38]). The paper continues to discuss the link utilization, deadline 

assignment, and queuing probability. The work-conserving CJVC is a coordinated 

service discipline, that the increment of the deadline is a function of the reserved 

bandwidth of a corresponding flow. 

[40] proposes a coordinated EDF, by introducing a coordination mechanism 

among the deadlines on all hops. The deadline values are assigned as E1.k = a;.o + 

GS•1 + GS•2 + ... + Gs•k ' The randomness is only added to the first deadline values of 

each packet by the tokens, to spread out the deadlines of different sessions, so that the 

deadlines will not be clustered together; and packet do not compete for the same hop 

simultaneously. The deadlines and sending time of each packet at the first hop is ran

domized by the tokens, thus the burstiness can be reduced and traffic is smoothed. 

Both of the CJVC and CEDF can be examples ofCMS as discussed below. 
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2.1.5 Virtual Time Reference System (VTRS) 

[41] proposes a virtual time scheduling system, and uses such time reference to 

assign the expected deadline values, compute the virtual arrival time, local and e2e 

queuing delay and make admission control decision correspondingly. However, its 

virtual time computation depends on the assumption that the scheduler is either fixed 

rate or fixed delay, and the virtual arrival times and queuing delays can only be com

puted with such constant virtual time adjustment variables. 

2.1.6 Deadline Coordinated EDF (DC-EDF) 

Differently from above scheduling schemes, DC-EDF [38] is a self-adaptive 

deadline scheduling. It assigns the expected deadline based on the time shifted version 

of source arrival time, as E!.k+l = Ei'/< + dS•k = a;.o + :E~!; d •• no where E!.k and 

dS•k are the expected deadline and local delay bound of the /h packet of session s at 

hop k respectively, and the values at each hop can be pre-determined. 

In this way, we can pre-compute the deadline curves at each downstream hop, 

and the queuing priority assignments are self-adaptive. If a packet arrives earlier than 

its local deadline, its local delay bound will be increased at the next hop and its prior

ity will be automatically decreased. Finally, at the last hop the packets will on average 

have better chance to meet the e2e delay bounds, and the local earliness or lateness 

can have chances to be balanced. 

[38] also prove in theory that DC-EDF can satisfY the global schedulability range, 

with both of a single hop case and multi-hop case, and as large as that of RC-EDF. 
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Since RC-EDF can achieve the largest scheduling range with among all the schedul

ing schemes, so does DC-ED F. 

However, this scheduling scheme has ignored an important fact. If there are more 

extra resources can be used by a flow at downstream hops, then even packets of the 

flow arrive much late at a hop, they still have chances to meet their deadlines at the 

last hop without local lateness balance at this hop. On the other hand, if the down

stream bandwidth resources of a flow are much stringent, then even packets of the 

flow arrive much early at a hop, the earliness should not be balanced since they may 

experience much more delay at downstream hops. 

2.1.7 Coordinated Multi-bop Scbeduler (CMS) 

Similar with DC-EDF, [42] and [43] propose a Coordinated Multi-hop Schedul

ing (CMS). The priority index at downstream hops is computed recursively as a func

tion of the upstream index, rather than using the local arrival time. The increment of 

priority index must be bounded within a range, such that O;'k E [Os.k - Tfs.k, os,/< + 

Tf •• k], where O •• k is the average value of the priority index and Tfs.k is the variance of 

the range. 

Based on the method of assigning increments of the priority index, there are two 

kinds of CMS, namely the delay-CMS and the rate-CMS. In the former, ol.k 

represents a delay parameter which can be a local delay bound, or a function of the 

delay ofa packet relative to the mean delay of the scheduler; while in the latter, o;'kis 

a function of packet size and reserved bandwidth, so that the reserved bandwidth ra-
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ther thWl the local delay bounds detennine the service priority. 

[42] Wld [43] propose several new concepts, including the essential traffic, void 

time, essential traffic envelope. With these new concepts, the two papers derive rela

tions of traffic envelopes at different hops, and prove a general end-to-end schedula

bility criterion for the coordinated schedulers. On the other hWld, when the schedula

bility conditions are not satisfied, then CMS will try to limit the amount of violations 

of deadlines within limited fW1ge. 

Similar with DC-EDF, if a packet arrives late at a hop, its priority index is in

creased at downstream hops Wld thereby increasing the chWlce to meet its e2e delay 

bound; if it arrives early, downstream hops will decrease its priority index. The dif

ference between CMS Wld DC-EDF is how the priority index be computed. But in 

general, both delay-CMS Wld rate-CMS only consider the upstream infonnation Wld 

scheduling of a single flow on its path, while does not consider the relative priorities 

between different flows on each different path. As mentioned above, if the down

stream traffic load changes frequently, the local earliness or lateness balWlce may still 

face limitations. From the global point of view, the upstream earliness or lateness does 

not necessarily mean that a current packet will also arrive early or late at its down

stream hops. 

2.2 Admission Control Mechanism 

The admission control mechWlism is Wl essential part for network applications 

Wld important for Qos assufW1ce of network traffic Wld customers. It detennines if Wl 
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incoming flow can be admitted into a network domain or not before it enters the net

work, to ensure that a network will not be over-loaded with too much traffic, and Qos 

of current traffic will not be seriously influenced. 

Admission control mechanism basically works as follows. An incoming flow, 

when requested to enter the networks, will firat send a SETUP message, which con

tains its TSPEC (traffic specification) and TXOP (transmission opportunity) infor

mation across each hop along the path that the flow will travel through. The SETUP 

message will collect relevant network parameters and check traffic condition at each 

hop, and then make judgment to decide if Qos requirement of the flow can be satisfied 

when it passes through network along its path. 

Current admission control mechanisms include the following: [4] introduces a 

resource reservation mechanism, by efficient reservation of time slots for three kinds 

of flow request: hard real-time, soft real-time, and non real-time; however, it does not 

clearly define the maximum reservation slots length, and how the time slots are built 

across mUltiple nodes. [2] employs the theory of large deviations and effective band

width to compute the aggregate traffic delay violation probability, but it is based on 

single node analysis, and assumes that the delay bounds are "reasonably large", while 

the spread of delay bounds is "reasonably small"; however, such assumption is not 

necessarily troe under most network conditions. With the delay and rate measurement 

technology, [II] proposes a measurement based admission control (MBAC) algorithm 

for both of the predictive services and the guaranteed services; it can achieve a higher 

level of network utilization while still can reliably meet the e2e delay bound, since its 
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queuing delay analysis is based on the worst case computation. However, it is still 

based on single hop, and does not consider the fact that local delay violation can have 

chance to be balanced at next hops. [6] describes a theoretic approach where sources 

are assumed to be weII described by MMPP processes. [7] uses measurements of the 

average and variance of the rate and assumes the aggregation traffic has Gaussian 

property. [20] uses measurements to learn the parameters of certain traffic distribu

tions, and therefore can know the queuing delay distribution; but its also depends on 

some complicated and costly measurement mechanism. [8] proposes an AC algorithm 

that uses the peak rates and token buckets of the admitted incoming flows, and mea

surements of the variance and mean values to provide a tighter bound. [5] and [46] use 

an off-line worst-case delay analysis to build the utilization based admission control 

mechanism; although its traffic admission probability is close to that of significantly 

more expensive approaches with low admission control overhead, its admission is still 

much conservative, since it is stilI based on the worst case analysis. FinaIIy some pa

pers such as [9], just compare if the end-to-end delay bound is larger than the delay 

values under the best case, then decide if the incoming flows can be admitted or not; 

although it can significantly improve the link utilization and let more flows be admit

ted, it is under the best case condition, which definitely results in much large delay 

violations. 

We will implement admission control mechanism into our scheduling mechan

ism, to determine ifan incoming flow can be admitted into network domain or not 

which ensure that Qos assurance of current flows will not be affected. The basic idea 
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is similar with classical admission control theory, by collecting network traffic para

meters from the SETUP message, and check if admission criterion can be satisfied or 

not. However, differently with most of current admission control mechanism, we will 

implement a different admission criterion, by reserving enough bandwidth resources 

for an incoming flow admitted at each hop to ensure that e2e delay bound of the flow 

can be satisfied. 

2.3 End-to-End Delay Analysis 

Each packet when transmitted from the source to its destination will incur delays, 

including the propagation delay, the processing delay, and the queuing delay. The 

propagation is the latency through the output link to the next network node (can be a 

router, a sink, a switch, etc.), and can be ignored because the value is quite small. The 

processing delay is the time to serve the whole packet to the output link, and can be 

computed by the packet size divided by the output link bandwidth. The queuing delay 

can be as small as zero, (i.e., the packet transmitted will not experience any delay 

since the scheduler is idle and there is no other packet competes with it.) or can be a 

quite large value, due to multiple traffic competing on the bandwidth of the same 

output link. 

Authors in [42] and [43] derive an e2e virtual delay violation probability for ad

mission control, but it requires a complicated computation for the essential service 

envelop. It is based on the eMS scheduling that only considers the traffic information 

at upstream hop, so it can not be applied for our proposed GMS scheduling. In this 
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Chapter 4, we try to derive not only the local queuing delay and departing rate distri

bution, but also the e2e queuing delay distribution. and use the result for our own ad

mission control mechanism. Moreover, we will estimate the delay and rote distribu

tion for each individual session, rather the aggregation sessions. 

2.4 Effective Bandwidth 

In our system, we will utilize "effective bandwidth" (also called as equivalent 

bandwidth, or equivalent capacity), which is proposed in [12]. The effective band

width means that with a toleroble small packet loss and violation probability, we can 

model the traffic source as sending packets with a fixed constant rote, i.e., the value of 

effective bandwidth. The value is larger than the avemge rote but less than the peak 

rote of the source. [16] gives the calculation formula of the effective bandwidth for 

three kinds of sources, Markov fluids, Markov Poisson process, and discrete-time 

Markov process. [16] also gives another formula to calculate the effective bandwidth 

of the aggregation flows, not single flow, which may be more accurote. Besides, [12], 

[13] compute the effective bandwidth based on a statistical model, while [14], [15] 

compute it based on a fluid flow approximation of tmffic, with computation complex

ity of O(n3
), where n is the number of sources. [17], [18] use a Gaussian distribution 

to compute the effective bandwidth of the aggregation traffic, under a given desired 

packet loss and rate. With the above ideas, we can also model each tmffic source by 

sending packets with a fixed rate, by the definition of effective bandwidth. In this way 

we can simplifY the tmffic model, and achieve a satisfactory result with less computa-
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tion complexity. 

2.S Measurement of Delay and Available Bandwidth 

To get information including experienced delay and available bandwidth at 

downstream hops is quite useful. We will employ measurement tool to get such in

formation, and utilize such measured values into admission control and scheduling 

mechanism of our system. 

Measuring delay and available bandwidth has already become a very mature 

technology. [1 I] and [27] give a detailed algorithm for the measurement based admis

sion control; [20] and [24] use measurements to learn the parameters of traffic distri

butions. Hardware implementation of measurement mechanisms are discussed in [21] 

and [22]. We will employ this technology in our system, to get the average expe

rienced delay of aggregated flows for the admission control and deadline assignment 

mechanism. 

[23] and [23] define concept of "available bandwidth (capacity)", and introduce 

several technologies to estimate and measure the available bandwidth of a link and 

path. [24] describes the Self-Loading Periodic Streams (SLoPS) measurement tech

nology, and its related measurement tool Path/oad. [25] introduces a novel available 

bandwidth measurement tool that runs in "single-end" mode, and is based on the 

widely prevalent TCP protocol; it can provide accurate measurements when lCMP 

and UDP are not available. pathChirp in [26] is an active probing scheme to dynami

cally estimate the available bandwidth along the e2e path, and outperforms existing 
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measurement tool in terms of estimation accuracy and efficiency; it mainly uses in

formation about whether delays are increasing or decreasing in the signatures. FinalIy 

[27] gives some theorem and formula to calculate the departure instant time, virtual 

waiting time, and available capacity; it is based on FCFS (FIFO) scheduling, and is a 

recursive calculating process, i.e., a time recurrence version; it also considers two 

cases, one is without the cross traffic, and the other is factoring the crossing traffic; 

however, it needs a separate tool to measure and estimate the service time. 

In our system, we can use these technologies of measuring delay and bandwidth 

to validate the accuracy of our results. 

2.6 End-to-End Delay Division Policy 

Once an incoming flow is admitted by alI the schedulers along the path requested, 

the end-to-end delay bound of the incoming flow should be divided at each hop. Ac

cording to [48] and [49]. there are two kinds of delay division policies: static policy. 

which is independent on the current loading state of this hop or other hops along the 

path; and the dynamic policy, which depends on the states of hops along the path. 

There are three ways to realize the static policy: even distribution policy, propor-

tional distribution policy, and remaining proportional policy, as discussed below. 

A. Even distribution policy 

It allocates shares of the e2e delay bound among hops along the path equalIy. 

Under static policy, the same delay bounds will be assigned to each hop for the 

requests of the same traffic characteristics and Qos requirements. We use ds.k = 
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ds•o/ Ks for the local delay bound of flow s at hop k, where ds•o is e2e delay bound 

of flow s, and Ks is number of hops along the path of flow s. 

Under dynamic policy, each hop initially reserves the tightest possible delay 

values, and then gives subsequent relaxation by equally re-distributing the excess e2e 

delay values. We use dS•1e = d!.1e + (ds•o - d!.o)/K .. where d!.1c is the lower bound 

(tightest) of local delay of flow s at hop k, d!.o is the end-to-end lower delay bound 

of flow s. 

B. Proportional distribution policy 

It tries to balance long-term loads on the hops along the path, by allocating fewer 

resources and stringent delay bounds on those hops with higher traffic utilizations, 

thus avoids the formation of bottleneck on a hop. Under static policy, we use 

dS•1e = C:
k 

• ds.O)/r.~"=l (), where CIc is bandwidth of output link at hop k; While 

under dynamic policy, we use dS•1e = d!.1e + C:
k 

• (d •• o - d!.o))/r.~"=l (~). 

C. Remaining proportional policy 

In this policy, the remaining delay is proportional to the minimum delay values 

that the node can guarantee to any incoming flow requests. We only have the dynamic 

d1 ds •• 
s,k·7· 

s •• 

Since the remaining proportional policy can better reflect the actual network re-

maining delay bounds, and also considers different network utilizations at each hop, 

we believe we can achieve a better delay division performance with such policy. 
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2.7 Time SynchroDizatioD 

Most existing scheduling schemes do not necessarily need to implement the syn

chronized time reference. Their time reference can be local based, i.e., different hops 

can have different time references. Besides, packet deadline assignments and service 

orders depend on the local arrival time and time already passed. In several schemes, 

history time information needs to be stored in the packet header. In our system, we 

have the globally synchronized time stamps among all hops within network domains. 

The time synchronization mechanism can ensure that the time reference (includ

ing the local arrival time, departure time, etc.) is globally synchronized within net

work domains. Although this will add extra cost of implementing the synchronization 

mechanism, it does bring much more benefits, as discussed in the introduction Chap

ter I. 

Current research on the time synchronization include the following: [28] presents 

an overview of GPS (Global Positioning System) for precise time, with special refer

ence to segments and time control mechanism of real-time systems; [29] discusses 

some details of GPS implementation, and time server synchronization technology; [29] 

also discusses the internet time synchronization issues on VoIP, clocks and operating 

systems, GPS and NTP, time stamp synchronization, and the implementation issues. 

The GPS technology (also called NAVSTAR) includes 24 satellites, each with 

three or four onboard atomic clocks to implement the global time synchronization. 

GPS is a satellite navigation system to determine the accurate location and time. It 

was developed by the u.S. Department of Defense, and is widely used today for both 
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navigation and time synchronization. GPS monitors and sends control signals to mi

nimize the differences between their atomic clocks and a master atomic clock, for ac

curacy and traceable to national and international standards (known as UTC). 

To synchronize the time of local clocks to UTC, the GPS signal is received 

and distributed by a master clock (the time server) or primary reference sources to a 

device, system, or network. lYpical accuracies range from better than 500 nanose

conds to I millisecond anywhere on earth. The GPS clock synchronization eliminates 

the need for manual clock setting (an error-prone process). The benefits are numerous 

and include: legally validated time stamps, regulatory compliance, secure networking, 

and operational efficiency. 

2.8 Summary of Related Work 

Similar with other scheduling mechanisms including FIFO, EDF, DC-EDF, and 

CMS, the service order of each packet competing for the output link of GMS is based 

on the increasing order of expected deadline assignment. The difference between our 

GMS scheduling and other scheduling is how we define and assign such deadline 

values. As mentioned above, the deadline assignment of FIFO, EDF, and CMS are 

based on experienced delay at the upstream hops, while the assignment ofDC-EDF is 

fixed and pre-determined value. They do not consider the factor of downstream re

sources, thus have much limitations, especially when traffic condition at downstream 

hops changes frequently. Our proposed scheduling mechanism will consider both the 
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upstream experienced delay information and the downstream expected delay informa

tion, and can dynamically adaptto the changes of traffic condition. 

We will implement admission control mechanism to determine if incoming flow 

can be admitted into network system, and measurement technology to collect infor

mation of the average delay and available bandwidth at downstream hops. We imple

ment the classical admission control theory into our admission control mechanism, 

but with different admission criterion based on the downstream resource reservation 

information. We also measure the experienced delay and bandwidth at downstream 

hops for deadline assignment and packet scheduling. 

In one word, our overall scheduling mechanism is dynamic setting based on the 

global traffic condition from both upstream and downstream hops. We believe in this 

way we can achieve much better overall performance and Qos assurance to network 

applications. We will present detailed framework of this novel mechanism, theoretic 

analysis about the delay violation and schedulability condition, and the performance 

comparisons with other scheduling mechanisms with numerical simulation results in 

the following chapters. 
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CHAPER3 

FRAMEWORK OF GMS SCHEDULING 

In this chapter, we will present the framework of our proposed system, including 

motivation, concept and theory of our proposed Global Multi-hop Scheduling (GMS) 

scheme, the downstream delay and bandwidth measurement, the interval based packet 

scheduling scheme, and admission control mechanism. 

3.1 Framework of Scheduling System 

The framework of our proposed scheduling system includes the following four 

parts: 

I. Admission control mechanism. It determines if an incoming flow can be ad

mitted into a network domain or not, by our own admission criterion. Once the flow is 

admitted, its e2e delay bound will be divided into local delay bound at each hop along 

its path. 

2. Bandwidth resource reservation for admitted flows. Once the incoming flow 

is admitted, enough bandwidth will be allocated and reserved to it at each hop, to en

sure that the local and e2e delay bound will be satisfied. 

3. Deadline assignment and Packet scheduling. We will compute and assign 

deadline values to packets at each hop. based on information from both upstream hops 

and downstream hops. The assignment will be dynamically changed once traffic loads 

at downstream hops change. Each packet will be served according to the increasing 

order of expected deadline values. 
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4. Measurement and piggy-backing delay at downstream hops. The experienced 

delay values will be measured and piggy-backed to downstream hops within each 

measurement interval. 

We will present detailed mechanism ofGMS in the following sections. 

3.2 What is GMS 

3.2.1 Motivations 

Although soft real-time applications such as VolP and VOD have been tre

mendous success on the Internet, high assurance real-time delivery has not been ad

dressed adequately, especially, for critical real-time services on the Internet, which 

have more strict requirements. To address these issues requires fundamental changes 

in the Internet architecture. We propose a novel time-synchronized architecture for 

real-time delivery on the future Internet. Our goal is to develop a novel architecture to 

support efficient and flexible real-time support on the future Internet. We first illu

strate the key idea of the proposed architecture, and then show how the proposed 

schemes improve real-time service at individual hops and across flow paths, while 

ensuring performance assurance. 

For non-critical soft real-time multimedia traffic of today, many hop-based and 

path-based solutions have been developed on the internet, e.g., RSVP, RTP, and 

RTSP. Although these services are able to support multimedia applications with low 

assurance, they can not provide high assurance delivery required by mission-critical 

applications. For example, RSVP mostly remains in the control plane, while packet 
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scheduling schemes in the data plane of the current Internet are still unable to effec

tively support high assurance delay requirements. even in dedicated environments. In 

addition, we do not have practical solutions for applications with high assurance re

quirements across mUltiple domains. due to the lack of uniform collaboration between 

individually administrated domains; e.g .• the deployment of RSVP is mostly limited 

to individual domains. While various types of tunneling and VPNs mechanisms are 

proposed for access control and data privacy across multiple domains. they usually do 

not provide performance assurance as they are built on the inheritably best-effort In

ternet components. To address these issues. we propose to use a synchronized time as 

a global reference to achieve path-based flexible real-time delivery and simplify in

ter-domain collaborations in this paper. 

3.2.2 BasicIdeas ofGMS 

The key idea of GMS is that it implements the global time reference for real-time 

packet delivery. Due to lack of common reference for cooperation. existing solutions 

simply divide the end-ta-end delay requirement of a real-time flow into fixed per-hop 

delay bounds, assign and enforce them at the hops in a single domain. Each router 

performs its scheduling based on its local reservation. e.g., many solutions reserve a 

fixed rate at a hop to achieve a hop bound. Such static reservations seriously limit 

system scalability. Meanwhile, it is a difficult to establish a global reference for coop

eration among routers and domains in the current Internet architecture, because polic

es at each router or domain may be frequently changed over time for their own pur-
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pose (e.g., load balancing in routing), and one domain cannot enforce its policy on 

other domains. We approach this issue by introducing a synchronized time into the 

architecture as a global reference to assist real-time delivery. 

The basic idea is summarized as follows. We assume that a set of routers and 

critical real-time devices are synchronized in time. (Note that, for statistical service, 

only a subset of routers on certain paths needs to support this feature.) A real-time 

packet from a synchronized device carries its birth-time and its delay requirement. 

The routers on its forwarding path use the synchronized time to perform real-time 

scheduling and forwarding to meet its delay requirement. Unlike existing schemes 

that consider packet services at individual hops and schedule packets solely based on 

local reservations, we will utilize the synchronized time as a global reference to real

ize global real-time scheduling along packet forwarding paths and assist distributed 

cooperation across domains. (Although delay requirements in packets may be spoofed, 

as IP source addresses, we will address this issue with trusted computing components 

and develop corresponding solutions in our future work.) 

The synchronized architecture provides a larger solution space for packet sche

duling. We will illustrate its potentials for global scheduling to improve system effi

ciency and flexibility in real-time delivery as below. 

An application at a synchronized host sends a real-time packet through a system 

interface, e.g., SendRT(fid,to. do), where fid is the flow identifier associated with its 

flow type, path and other control information of its reservation set up by a control 

plane of routing and resource reservation. The real-time packet carries a birth time-
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stamp 10 and a delay requirement do. If a packet belongs to a hard (or a statistical) 

real-time connection that has a per-flow (or per-class) reservation at a router, it has an 

expected service deadline I' at the router. In a traditional scheduling approach that 

considers the packet scheduling of each hop separately (e.g., based on a rate flow res-

ervation), its service deadline, denoted as t*, is determined by a packet scheduler at 

the router such that I*~ I', as shown in Fig. l(a). 

(a) local t it' 
scheduling 

* 
.. 

range -< ; Time 

(b) global ~t' t r scheduling .. 
range < t Time 

it' ~t· t (c) scheduling t .. 
wlth violation <: t Time 

Fig. 1. Local Scheduling vs. Global Scheduling 

Assume the maximum delay bound from a router to the destination of a real-time 

packet, denoted as dd". Then, we define the global service deadline of the packet at 

the router, denoted as t' and t' 5 (drrde--fiJsJ+I, where t is the current time, de is the 

elapsed delay of the packet, and de=(I-tQ). To ensure the end-to-end delay guarantee, 

we only need to service a packet before its global service deadline, i.e., make t*s t' . 

Fig. 2 illustrates how a real-time packet is serviced with global scheduling at a router. 

Unlike the previous approaches, this global service deadline allows us to consider 10-

cal and global scheduling together to have a larger solution space as illustrated in the 

following. 
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Current lime t 

src l-:------,.., 
'------v---' 

t-:----o:{ dst 

d. 
Global Service deadline 

t+S do - de - ddst + t 

~ I I I Hard Real-time Queue 

~ I I Statistical Real-time Queue 

~ I I I I Best-Effort Queue 

Fig. 2. Global Packet Scheduling at a Router 

Global scheduling broadens the range of service deadline for a packet. First, as 

shown in Fig. l(b), it allows us to exploit the extra range off '<t*St, compared with 

the traditional local scheduling shown in Fig. I(a). Consequently, we can adjust the 

local delay requirement of a packet at a router without violating its global requirement. 

Furthermore, as shown in Fig. I(c), we may delay the service ofa packet behind both 

its local and global service deadlines at a router, if we can correct the delay violation 

by compensation in its remaining path. This temporary violation is especially useful 

for a packet belonging to a statistical/best-effort real-time connection. In summary, 

the global scheduling provides more freedom and flexibility in packet scheduling at a 

router, and helps us to alleviate temporary congestion, smooth traffic, and support 

real-time flows more efficiently. 

In order to take advantage of global scheduling, we need to solve two key prob-

lems. First, a router needs to accurately estimate the maximum delay bound to a des-

tination ddsr. Secondly, a router needs to guarantee the service deadline (* for a packet 

in local processing. We will address the issues by improving existing packet schedul-

ing schemes with the proposed global reference and by developing novel scheduling 
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schemes. 

The time reference synchronization at each hop can make it possible for us to es

timate the departing rate and queuing delay distribution hop by hop of each flow; by 

summarizing the local queuing delay on each hop together, we can finally reach the 

expression of the global queuing delay distribution of each flow, which is a function 

of the synchronized time at its source. If the time reference is not globally synchro

nized, we are unable to have clear knowledge ofthe traffic condition at each down

stream hop. As most of current papers discussed, we can only analyze the departing 

rate and queuing delay distribution on a single hop, or the end-to-end queuing delay 

distribution at the last hop with some time stamp information at the last hop. Although 

with the local time reference, the above distributions can still be analyzed hop by hop 

with the time stamp information stored in the packet header, it will unfortonately 

cause much inconvenience and confusion, due to necessary time stamp re-mapping 

operations across different network domains. 

Clearly, the time synchronized mechanism can provide much advantage on the 

analysis of delay distribution than the traditional local time reference mechanism, al

though it will cost us some extra cost to implement the global time reference mechan-

ism. 

We define a session as the aggregation of flows which travel through the same 

path from the source to the destination, with the same traffic characteristic, such as the 

rate distribution, which can be uniform, poisson, or Markov ON-OFF states, etc., con

trolled by the same leaky or token bucket models. 
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In conclusion, the basic idea of GMS (Global Multi-hop Scheduliug) is: Each 

packet arriving at a hop will be assigned expected deadline based on the information 

not only from the upstream experienced delay, but also from the downstream hops, 

and will be served mainly by the increasing order of expected deadline. 

The information of upstream experienced delay can be got with DPS technology; 

each packet carries some state information in its header, and the state can be 

re-written while the packet is transmitted within the network domain. The information 

of downstream hops comes from measured experienced delay, and the bandwidth res-

ervation information. The former is short-term value, while the latter is the long-term 

value. During this thesis work, we only use the latter one for deadline assignment. 

3.2.3 DeadliueAssigument ofGMS 

We define the expected deadline of the /h packet of session s at hop k as 

Ei - J + d ~Ks DJ - Ei _ ~K. Di - Ei - Di h 
s,k - aSlo s,o - £'n=Hs,k+1 s,n - s,Ks ~n=H8,IC+l s,n - s,k+l s,k+l' were 

a!oo is the source time ofthe/h packet of flow s, d~o is the e2e delay bound of flow s, 

K. is the total number of hops along the path of flow s, and D!.k is the expected de

lay of the /h packet of session s at hop k, which is bounded within the range 

[D.ok - 7].,k, D'ok + 7]'ok], D'ok ~ 0, and 7]'ok is the variance of such range. Note that 

this bounded range is possible by utilizing extra mechanism, such as dropping packets 

which arrive too late, as discussed below. 

Now we further derive expression for D'ok' by utilizing the mechanism of the re-
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served bandwidth. At a downstream hop k, assume the total capacity is Ck', we know 

the extra capacity that can be used for all sessions is Ck * Xk, where Xk is the propor-

tion of bandwidth that has not been reserved; for an individual session s, it can share 

Y •. k percentage of the extra capacity. Assume there are ns flows in the session s, then 

for each flow, it can still utilize Ck • xk * YS.k/nS of extra capacity. 

If we have reserved rJ,k for session s to achieve its local delay bound dS.k> that 

rJ,k = Is/ds•k; then with the extra capacity, the average experienced delay we can ac-

tually ensure to the flow at downstream hop k will become d;,k = Is/CrJ,k + Ck * 

Xk * Ys.k/nS)' We will utilize this extra resource of bandwidth into deadline assign-

men!, i.e., to replace DS•k with d;'k, and 1/s,k = 0; then we can define the expected 

deadline as 

I 
• s • Note that under 

rS.k+1 +(c·%k+1'Ys.Ic+l)/nS 

this case, we have 1/s.k = O. 

On the other hand, if a packet departs hop k beyond its expected deadline by over 

a threshold of Ii •• k> and the lateness can not have chance to be balanced at down-

stream hops even under the best case, then it will be dropped. In other words, the de-

parture time t;'k+l at the Iih hop should satisiY the condition t~.k+1 > a;.o + ds•o -

:E!;H
S
)Hl d1.m where d1.n is the lower bound delay of session s at hop n, and can be 

further computed as d1 n =.!!. under most network traffic conditions. We will further 
• Ck 

discuss the threshold in Section 4.5. 

1 We can simply assume that an the output links have same capacity value, and denote it as C. 
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The key property of GMS is that the expected deadline of each packet arrived at 

a hop is determined by information from both of the upstream schedulers and the 

downstream schedulers, and has no relation with its local arrival time. In this way, if a 

packet has violated its deadline value at the upstream hops, then downstream schedu

lers will decrease its deadline value. The more extra resources at downstream hops, 

the less balance for such lateness it needs. Similarly, if it arrives early due to lack of 

congestion at the upstream hops, then downstream hops will increase its deadline 

value; the more extra resources at the downstream hops, the more balance for such 

earliness it needs. 

In addition, even a packet arrives late at the upstream hops, its deadline value 

may still be increased to lower its priority over other sessions, since it has much more 

extra resources at downstream hops than that of other sessions, and the possible late

ness can still be balanced. On the contrary, we may instead decrease the deadline of a 

packet that even arrives early at the hop, if its session has much less extra resources at 

downstream hops than that of other sessions. 

Finally, the expected deadline value of each packet will be re-computed once the 

information at downstream hops changes, and schedulers within the network domain 

will coordinate together to provide a better e2e delay guarantee. Whenever the traffic 

loads at each downstream hop change, we will re-calculate the long-term extra band

width and expected reserved delay, and then make deadline assignment accordingly. 
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3.3 Measurement of Delay and Bandwidth 

3.2.1 Basic Ideas 

Similar with the measurement work proposed in [19], we can measure the expe-

rienced avemge delay of each flow during each measurement interval (MI), we de-

note its length as T. Since the measurement results always have some variation (error), 

and to reduce the measurement cost, we may decrease this variation and cost by mea-

suring a large number of flows of the same session with same traffic TSPEC. In addi-

tion, we can increase the length of MI to decrease the variation. 

The mte measurement is similar with delay measurement, as Eq. 2 in [19]. 

{

max (V') 
~= VD 

/) + r" 

(I) 

(2) 

The smaller length of T, the more adaptability, higher delay violation, higher link 

utilization, and larger maximum experienced delay; while the larger length of T, the 

more conservative, fewer delay violation, lower link utilization, and smaller maxi-

mum experienced delay. 

The avemging period S in Eq. 2 controls the sensitivity of the rate measurement. 

The smaller S, the more sensitive to bursts; while the larger S, the smoother traffic 
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appears. [II] uses S of at least 100 packet transmission times. 

[19] suggests to continually decrease T, resulting increasing link utilization, until 

the amount of traffic generated by accepted flows reach a TRIGGER value, which is 

a rate value less than output link capacity. If the actual rate approaches the TRIG

GER value, some control mechanism need to be implemented, in other words, we 

should increase T until the measured rate drops below the trigger. This mechanism is 

similar with TCP congestion control. 

[19] also defines instantaneous and long term delay violation percentage, and 

compares them with TARGET delay violation percentage, to make corresponding 

adjustments. If instantaneous delay violation is too high, i.e., admission control is too 

aggressive, trigger should then be decreased, so T be increased; on the other hand, if 

the long term delay violation is under the target value, i.e., the admission control is 

too conservative, so the trigger should be instead increased, which results in increas

ing T. 

The value of TRIGGER is adjusted multiplicatively, while value of TARGET is 

adjusted additively. [19] gives some pararneters:fup=1.2,fdown=0.9. tdown=0.05Mbfs. 

tup=O.OIMbfs. TRiGGER=9.0Mbfs. 

The above adjustments are as Fig. 3 [47]. 
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First Level Algorithm 

W= 

W· 
fup 

Trigger = 
Trigger -

t..".. 

No action 

Trigger = 
Trigger + !up 

Second Level Algorithm 

Fig. 3. The First and Second Level Adjustment Algorithm 

From Fig. 3, we see that the conservative means that the link is not fully utilized 

and the delay violation percentage is still quite low, so there is still available band-

width that can be used by future flows, while not significantly influence current flows. 

The higher link utilization. the larger percentage of delay violation probability may 

take place. 

Different network applications have different link utilization target and delay vi-

olation percentage. Admission control mechanism should strive to keep the link utili-

zation and violation percentage below this level. The appropriate utilization target 

depends on the characteristics of the traffic flowing through it. We can set a higher 

utilization target if rates of sources are small, while set a lower utilization target if 

sources have long bursts. [II] sets the initial utilization target as 90% capacity. 

If the measured utilization value is much less than the target, or the measured 
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percentage of delay violation is much less than the requirement, we know the admis

sion control or measurement is too conservative. Besides, network applications can 

also set a value, such as 70% as the lower bound of the target, or set a lower bound 

percentage of delay violation. 

Once the experienced average delay of each session at the downstream hops is 

measured, the measurement values will be piggy-backed by the control message up

ward to each hop along the path, for deadline assignment and other purposes. 

3.2.2 Interval Based Deadline Assignment and Schednling 

As mentioned above, we assign the deadline values to each arriving packet with 

the extra expected delay at downstream hops, not only experienced delay that has al

ready passed at upstream hops. The remaining network capacity and the Qos urgency 

of each session can be more actually utilized by this way. Especially when the traffic 

loads change very frequently at the downstream hops, the current local delay bound 

assignment will not be accurate anymore, no matter it is by even distribution policy, 

proportional distribution policy or remaining proportional policy. 

With this novel deadline assignment, we can have different departing rate, queue 

length and e2e queuing delay distribution. In addition, we can also utilize the mea

surement delay value of each session at downstream hops, which is measured and 

updated periodically within the measurement interval (MI). Currently, we only utilize 

the reserved bandwidth information into deadline assignment and the simulation work. 

However, in our future work, we may also incorporate other factors, such as the mea-
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surement delay and bandwidth, into deadline assignment 

[n high speed network with high traffic load, the sorting cost may be a huge 

problem to the system performance. To further reduce the sorting cost, we can imple

ment the time driven mechanism, where the time axis is divided into consecutive 

scheduling intervals (SI), and all operations including the time slots assignment, ex

perienced delay measurement, packet ordering and scheduling, etc., are based on the 

intervals. This way of scheduling can greatly reduce the sorting cost which may be

come a challenging task, as compared to the event driven mechanism, where the sort

ing operations will happen each time when a new packet arrives at the hop, and must 

be finished before the next packet transmission. 

For the event driven mechanism, The cost of determining an appropriate place to 

insert a new packet into output scheduling buffer is O(loy (N)), by way of dichoto

my method, where N is the number of flows backlogged; while the total cost of 

building up such sorting list at one hop is O(N . log (N)). Instead, for our time driven 

mechanism, it is not necessary to compare each new element (packet) with all the 

elements (packets) already in the sorting list (buffer). We only do the sorting operation 

at the beginning of each interval, namely SE. 

Assume the length of each SI at hop k is Tk, and it should be sufficiently small. 

At the beginning of each SI, we initialize an array aD = {O, ... O}; for each packet of 

session s at hop k we compute value of ld~.k/TkJ and increase a[ld~,k/TkJl by I, 

where d~.k = t1.o + d •• o - I~~k+1 d •. n - t, where t is the synchronized time at this 

SE. Then for each arriving packet, we only need to insert it at the place of 
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r~~~/Tkl a[n]. There is no need to compare this new element with [N /2] elements 

in the list with the dichotomy method. Then at the beginning of the next SI, we will 

update aD, and do above steps again. In this way, the sorting cost can be reduced to 

0(1), and total cost of building the sorting list is only a (N), where N is number of 

total sessions. 

At the start of each SI (called a SE), scheduler at each hop will scan number of 

backlogged packets from previous SEs, and the current packets arrived; then it will 

'put' each packet into corresponding Sis according to respective expected deadlines, 

check available output link bandwidth C, compare it with the amount of packets 

which need to depart within the next SI (including the outstanding bytes which have 

not been fmished transmission during previous SI), and make scheduling decision 

based on two cases: bandwidth sufficiency, or insufficient. 

For the first case, there is no need to sort packets, i.e., all packets will be served 

as the plain FIFO, since all packets are able to depart within the next SI, and there 

will be no extra sorting cost. While for the latter case, Le., the bandwidth is not suffi

cient to serve all the a[O] packets which must depart within this SI, the priority fac

tor will be computed, and assigned to each flow or session. Schedulers will sort pack

ets based on the increasing order of priority factor (or say, urgency), and only the 

packets with bytes up to COT can be served to the output link, where T is the length of 

SI. The remaining packets that are unable to be served within this SI will be back

logged in the waiting queue in the buffer, and have chance to be served during the 

next Sis. 
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We define the priority factor as 

f(Js.k = a:~~k+1 ds•n * PS)/a:~~k+l d1.n • (is), (3) 

where Ps means the proportion of flow s to the aggregation traffic that pass through 

hop k along the path, Ps is the tolerable delay violation probability of flow s. 

~~~k+1 ds•n is remaining delay bound of flow s from hop k, ~~~k+1 d1.nis the lower 

bound remaining delay of flow s from node k. The lower f(J1.k, the more chance the 

flow can be serviced by the scheduler if there is no enough available bandwidth. 

If the packet departs too late at hop k, i.e., t > a;,o + ds•o - ~~~k+l d1.n, we 

know that even under the best case with the lower bound delay, this packet will still 

be unable to meet its delay bound requirement, so we will drop this packet, to better 

meet the tolerable delay violation probability of that flow. On the other hand, drop

ping packets that arrive too late to catch up the delay bound can ensure that the delay 

variance of different packets can be bounded within a limited range, which is impor

tant for the global schedulability criteria as discussed in Chapter 4. 

When there is no packets in the buffer that need to depart during a SI, then this 

SI will end in advance (since ours is the work-conserving scheduler), and the next SI 

will immediately begin. We call this process as "reset SE". 

In addition, we can utilize some feedback information to dynamically adjust the 

measurement and scheduling interval size; this requires that the schedulers should 

record some traffic information, such as the local and e2e delay violation probability, 

network utilization and load. time and space complexity, etc. Some of the feedback 

information is collected and reported by the neighboring hops, while others should be 
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collected and reported only at the last hop. 

The key point is to choose an optimal value of the length of interval, to balance 

the sorting cost and packet deadline requirement and system complexity, which de-

serve our further work. 

Besides, for the interval based scheduling, we can still achieve as large schedul-

ing regions as that of RC-EDF2
, while no need to use the shapers, which may add ex-

tra complexity and cost to the system. The global scheduling conditions will be dis-

cussed in Section 4.5. 

3.4 Admission Control 

As discussed in Section 2.2, the basic idea of our admission control mechanism 

is similar with classical admission control theory, we will implement different admis-

sion criterion, by checking if enough bandwidth resources can be allocated to an in-

coming flow. This process is done by the SETUP message. If there is no enough 

bandwidth resources along the path that an incoming flow will travel through, the in-

coming flow will be rejected by our admission control mechanism; or else, the in-

coming flow will be admitted into network domain and corresponding bandwidth re-

sources will be reserved for the flow to ensure its e2e delay bound can be satisfied. 

The SETUP message will also check at each hop, the lower bound delay values 

that can be achieved by the incoming flow, which is calculated under the best case 

that all futore traffic have lower priority than this incoming flow. (i.e., all available 

, Note that RC-EDF can achieve the largest scheduling regions of all known scheduling algo
rithms, while it is much simpler than other algorithms such as weights based, virtual time based, 
or round-robin based. 
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bandwidth, including the reserved bandwidth, can be served by this flow, so future 

flows will have no influence on this incoming flow.) The local delay bound of flow s 

at hop k can then be determined, under e2e delay division policy in Section 2.6, as 

dS•k = d1.k . ds•o/d1.o, (4) 

where d1.o is the lower bound e2e delay values of flow s, ds•o is the e2e delay 

bound of flow s, d1,kis the lower bound of local delay of flow s at hop k, and 

ds•o = ~~~1 d!.k· The parameters can be calculated by checking the current TSPEC 

and available bandwidth. 

To achieve a fairly reliable bound that is less conservative, our admission control 

mechanism will compute the bandwidth that should be reserved to the incoming flow 

s to satisfY its delay bound at each hop, which is calculated by 

(5) 

Admission Control will then check at each hop if there is available bandwidth 

that can be reserved to the incoming flow for the reserved rate, without affecting Qos 

performance of current flows already admitted in the system, i.e., to ensure that 

Ck ~ ~G r8.k + ~J rlk + rJ,k' where Ck is the bandwidth of the output link at hop k, 

r8.k is the rate already reserved to each of current guaranteed flow, rlk is the rate 

already reserved to each of current statistical flow, rJ,k is the reserved rate requested 

by the incoming flow s. 

One important property of our GMS scheduling is that the local delay violation 

can be balanced at downstream hops. In other word, even at a hop there is no enough 

bandwidth can be reserved for the incoming flow, if there is enough bandwidth at the 
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downstream hops, then the e2e delay bound requirement can still be satisfied. Thus 

the condition of admission becomes to check: 

(6) 

If the above test can be satisfied, then the incoming flow will be admitted, a 

REPLY (RESV) message which indicates 'SUCCESS' will be returned to the source 

node along the path of the incoming flow. At each hop along the path, some band-

width resources computed as above will be reserved to the incoming flow, to ensure 

its e2e delay bound and delay violation probability. Or else, the new flow request will 

be rejected, a RESV message with 'FAILURE' will be returned to the source. 

Once the traffic within the network domain changes, i.e., some of current flows 

terminate transmission, the requested flow rejected before can still have chance to be 

admitted into the network. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Delay Violation and Scbedulability Condition Analysis 

In this chapter, we first introduce the system model and assumptions; then we 

proceed to establish a mathematical model to analyze and compute e2e queuing delay 

and delay violation probability distribution, and compare with other scheduling 

schemes. We will also discuss the global schedulability criterion of GMS in this 

chapter. 

4.1 System Model and Description 

We have following assumptions: 

Assumption 1: Each session generates traffic independently of all other sessions. 

Assumption 2: Buffer space at each network node is unlimited, thus there is no 

packet dropping due to buffer overflow. 

Assumption 3: All sessions send rate with stationary continuous distribution, 

which can be uniform distribution3
, or Markov ON-OFF two states distribution4

• 

We also have (rI,k. N) S Ck, i.e., the sum of the reserved rate of all sessions is 

always less than link capacity; and (rJ)<. N) > Ck , i.e., the sum of instant entering 

rate is over the link capacity, where we denote (,) as the mathematical scalar product, 

N is the set of number of flows of each session. 

1 The instant sending rate Ts,/«t) is unifonnly distributed within the range [Ts,/< - <1s ••• Ts •• + 
d~lt. 

4 Although each source exhibits periodic behavior, the randomness in the system arises from the 
statistical independence of the sources, i.e., the phase of each source being randomly and un
ifonnly distributed over its lifetime. 
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Definition 1: Tk (t, u) is the effective time before t relative to u at hop Ie, and 

defined as the largest (nearest) time less than u when the queue begins to be accumu-

lated at output link of hop k. 

C) dv > O}, where Tk(V) is the aggregation input rate at time v at hop k. 

For simplicity, we will denote Tk(t, t) as Tk(t). 

Definltlon Z: Tk(t, u) is the void time after a given time t and relative to u at 

hop k, u ~ t, and defined as the smallest time no less than t that packet arrived after 

that has expected deadline larger than u. 

We have 'l"k(t, u) = min{xJx ~ t, Vj, B!.k > U }. 

Deflnltion 3: fs.k (t) denotes the total traffic of session s arriving at hop k dur-

ing interval [0, t), and fs.k(t) = I:t!.k<t Is, where Is is packet size of session s. 

Definltlon 4: {s:k(t, u) denotes the expected arrival traffic of session s arriving 

at hop k after time t re Ialive to u, u ~ t, with expected deadline Bl.k no larger than u, 

i.e., {s:k(t, u) = max{O, D~(u) - A~(t)} = I:ti "t ui ~ Is, where we denote 
s.k oUS,k'='U. 

D~(u) = fs.k(u) as deadline curve of session s at hop k, and A~(t) = ft.k(t) is ar-

rival traffic of session s at hop k before time t. 

fic arrived before effective time will be ignored by the scheduler. fs~(t, u) = 

Definition 5: rs.k(I) is the expected traffic envelop of session s at hop k that 
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envelops can be evaluated as simple and minimally distorted function of the original 

traffic envelops that characterized traffic before entry ofa hop. 

Similarly, if each session is controlled by a leaky-bucket model with burstiness 

(1. and average mte P., then rs.k(I) S LS,kC(1s + Ps .1). 

Definition 6: r;'k (I) is the void traffic envelop of session s at hop k that 

v u ~ t ~ 0, r;'k( u - TkCU») ~ {s.kCU) - {S,k( TkCU)), The void traffic envelops can 

be ignored in the system to a certain time u, 

In following analysis, although we assume that the input traffic is uniformly dis-

tributed, the analysis can be easily extended to other cases of traffic distribution, in-

cluding Markov ON-OFF two states distribution. We have probability distribution 

function (PDF) under uniform distribution as: 

{ 

1 ~k-(JkSXSi':"k+(J,k {Cx) = (rs;ii+17s.k)-(TS,ji-17s.k)· s, s, s, s 
O. otherwise. 

(7) 

While its cumulative distribution function (CDF) is: 

(8) 

Note that now there are multiple sessions contending the same bandwidth 

sources. The probability that link bandwidth is insufficient is p[ (Ts,k. N) > Ck ], 

For a token bucket model Cbs. Ps. Ps), initial mte of each session is uniformly 

distributed with an avemge mte of Ps and a peak mte Ps; we further assume that the 

upper bound is its peak mte, while the lower bound is Ps - (Ps - P.) = 2ps - Ps' 

and (1s = Ps - Ps· 
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4.2 Analyze the Aggregation Rate Distribution by MGF 

We define MGF (Moment Generating Function [50]) as a Riemann-Stieltjes 

integral. regardless of whether probability density function is continuous or discrete. 

as Mx,(l) = E(eX,) = L: eX, dF(x). where Xi is the rate entering a hop (also the 

rate departing its previous hop), and F(x) is its cumulative distribution function. We 

can use the R-S integral which always holds no matter how the probability distribu-

tion function ill-behaves. Moreover, if F(x) happens to be everywhere differentiable, 

then the above integral can be further written as Mx,(l) = f~ .. eX, • [(x)dx,s where 

[(X) is sending rate density function. There are two ways to solve the probability 

distribution function [(x). One way is to compute from definition of a R-S integral, 

by experimental measurements of approximation sum, and then do inverse transform 

to find [(x). The other way is to use the Dirac functions 8(x), and rewrite [(x) as 

the sum of 8(x) at points that are not differentiable jump discontinuities, and then 

the second integral is computable. 

With above knowledge. we can rewrite MGF of the sending rate is 

(9) 

Since aggregation rate on hop k can be Rk = rs Ts.k, and TS.k is a sequence of 

independent (not necessarily identically distributed) random variables. so probability 

density function for Rk is the convolution of probability density functions of each 

TS.ko and its MGF function is given by 

, We have that Mx,(t) = .r: e"x, • {(x)dx = J: (1 + t· x + C';)' + ... ) . {(x)dx = 1 + t· 
m, + t Z • ~: + .... where m, is the (hmoment, Mx,(-t) is the two-sided Laplace transform of 
{(x). 
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{,(x)dx. (10) 

•• efJs_e2Ps- Ps 
We have the MGF function of each sessIOn as Mx(l) = E(e X) = . 

Z(ps-Ps) 

Over an interval sufficiently large, the MGF of aggregation rate distribution with ns 

Il . J.'" X f'C)dx n J.'" Xi f'()dx (ePS_eZPS-PS)nS 
OWSIS ",e' x = i ",e . x = ("(P ))ns' - - ·s-Ps 

(11) 

With this, we can compute {,(x), the initial rate function of each session Ts(t), 

which is within range [C2ps - Ps) • ns. Ps • nsl, and the probability of overflow is 

f;s·ns {,(x)dx. Furthermore, if ns is a sufficiently large number, we know its distri-

bution function should be a Gaussian distribution. 

With above knowledge, we can compute the entering rate distribution at each 

downstream hop, and then can know the queue length, the queuing delay distribution, 

and the local delay violation probability at each hop. 

4.3 Queuing Delay Analysis by Uniform Rate Distribution 

We further assume that all flows in each session have the same rate distribution, 

thus the initial rate distribution of each session can be uniformly distributed within 

range [(2ps - Ps) . ns. Ps . nsl, and its PDF is computed as: 

rcX)={ 2(Ps-~s).ns. 
0, otherwise 

In the following we will ignore the propagation delay of each packet We have 

the following theorems and corollaries. 

Theorem 1: The local queuing delay of a target packet of session s arriving at 
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hop k at time instant t should be: 

(12) 

where 

!'i.kCt) = 

xix S t,x - L::~I.k_l Di"1(t) + L::;:;f,l dt.n - L::;:;I.k+l [rl;k I c~~x:;nn] 
< t - LH • .1 D-1 Ct) + ~Hs.Ks d _ ~Hs.Ks [ Is ] 

n=HSJc-1 s.n 4In=HS,l s,n ~=HSJc+1 r" I en'Xu'YSel! 
s,k Us 

max (13) 

, where session i and s are contenting the same output link at hop k, and Di:iCt) is 

arrival time at hop k with queuing delay of Dt.nCt), i.e., Di:iCt) is the inverse func-

tion of Dt.nCt), as a function oftime instant t. 

Proof: We discuss rate distribution departing hop k of session set {Sk}' By 

knowing the rate distribution function of each session entering hop k , we can further 

estimate the departing rate, the queue length and the delay distribution function of 

each session that will contend for the same output link of hop k. 

As discussed in Section 3.2.3, differently with FIFO, EDF, delay-CMS and 

DC-EDF, we will utilize extra bandwidth resource C· Xn • Ys.n for each session s; 

since session s has ns flows, then total available bandwidth that can be reserved to 

one flow of session s is computed as rJ,n + (C· Xn • Ys.n)/ns' The expected deadline 

of the /h packet of session s at hop k is defined as: 

Ei = ai + d _ LKs Is 
s,k s,O s,o n=Hs,1c+1 rl,n+(c,xn'Ys,n)/ns' 

(14) 

Consider at arrival time t, the queuing length at hop k is Lk(t) = f: max{ 0, 
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(~iE{S.) T~k(V) - c)} dv = f:.(t)(~iE{Sk) Ti,k(V) - C)dv = f:k(t) ~ie{S.} "i~(V) dv, 

of which departing queue length ofsessions is Ls,/«t) = f:k(t) Tt~(v)dv, and 

Lk(t) = ~iE{S.)LI,k(t). Here we have 

fective time at hop k relative to t. 

Thus the local queuing delay of a target packet of session s in arriving at time in-

stant t at hop k should be the sum of processing delay of all packets belonging to the 

same session that departed before this target packet, and processing delay of all pack-

ets belonging to other sessions within {Sk} with earlier expected deadline. We use 

function /i,k (t) to represent its value of session i as described above (i '* s), where 

left side of the inequation represents the expected deadline of packets of session i, 

while right side ofthe inequation is the expected deadline of this target packet. The 

number of packets of size Is with earlier deadlines than the target packet queued 

during an interval of [tv tzl can be determined by function ff:: Tq(v)dv lIs 1. With 

this, we can reach the queuing delay formula as Eq. 12. 

We will derive the expression of 'Ck(t) and Ls,k(t) later. 

Corolltuy 1: The local delay violation probability of session s at hop k is: 

(IS) 

Proof: This can be easily derived from Theorem 1. 

The mte distribution departing hop k of session s (also mte entering the next hop) 

at time t, which is a synchronized time reference within network domain, can be 
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computed by 

(16) 

where t = D;;G(v) is the inverse function of t = Ds,k(v), denoting its arrival time at 

hop k when it departs this hop at time t. 

Note that above analysis only considers flows entering schedulers at the time 

when a queue has been accumulated; at other time when there is no queuing on the 

hop, i.e., when the sum of entering rate is no larger than total bandwidth capacity of 

the output link, i.e., 'I'k(t) = t, we have Lk(t) = Li,k(t) = 0, Ti,k+1(t) = Ti,k(t), 

and Di,k(t) = 0, and i E {SkJ, so above computation of departing rate of session s at 

hop k should be re-defined as: 

I
f.t+M-D';;~Ct+At) ()d 
t-D;lCt) Ts,k V V . 

Ts,k+l (t) = LIt . • If 'I'k(t) < t 
Ts,k(t). If'l'k(t) = t 

For simplicity, we still use Eq. 16 as the definition for departing mte distribution. 

Theorem 2: The e2e queuing delay of a target packet of session s arriving at its 

last hop HS•K• at time t should be: 

(17) 

where t is the synchronized departing time at its last hop, Ds.k(t) is defined by Eq. 

12 and Eq. 13. 

Proof: First we assume that the aggregation rate of all sessions at hop k should 

not exceed link capacity of C; or else, there will be no queuing delay since we have 

'I'k(t) = t, and fs,k(t) S t. The queuing length distribution departing hop k (entering 

the next hop) of sessions s is computed as LS,k(t) = J:kCt) Ts,k+1 (V)d17. 
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The expected deadline ofthe/h packet of session s is defined as Eq. 14, where its 

initial time can be a1.o = t - ~~~$"-1 D;,JCt)), where D;,JCt) is queuing delay of 

the packet at hop n, given the departing time of this packet at this hop as t. The local 

queuing delay of session s arriving at hop k at time t should be computed as the sum 

of processing delay of all packets belonging to the same session that has departed ear-

lier than this target packet, plus processing delay of all packets of others sessions with 

earlier expected deadline. With above information, we can further compute the local 

queuing delay of session s at each other hop. 

Then the departing time at the prior k- J'h hop can be described as t' = t -

D;;tCt), where I is the departing time at hop k; with this we can further compute the 

departing time at the k_ih hop as t" = t' - D;:k-l Ct') = t - D;:~ Ct) - D;:~_l (t -

D;lCt)), and so on. By summing up queuing delay along each hop, we finally reach 

e2e delay expression as DsCt) = l:nH~lH DsnCt -l:mHs:::H+1 D;,},Ct), where t is syn-
- 8$$' - S~8 ' 

chronized departing time at its last hop. 

Coronary 2: The e2e delay violation probability of flows of session sis: 

where t is departing time of session s at its last hop and is synchronized. 

Proof: This can be easily derived from Theorem 2. 

Now we need further discuss how can we determine distribution of the effective 

time relative to t at hop k and the relationship between Ls,kCt), with certain fiducial 

estimation probability. At hop k, 
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able to compute queuing length Ls,k (t) for each session with certain fiducial estima-

tion. 

r
t Ct) r!.(11)d111 I 

As Theorem 1 states, if we define a function f(Tk(t)) = • . ..!. + 
Is Ck 

'T Ct) rl.(11)d11 I 

[f 
rfi.kCt) • 1 ] 

LI¢s • II' • c~ , which can be computed at a given time t, then the delay 

violation probability distribution becomes distribution of function Tk(t), and now 

question turns to compute probability of P[f(Tk(t)) > ds•k], where dS•k is the as-

signed local delay bound at hop k by certain e2e delay division policy. 

The remaining process is as follows. 

I. Given a time instant t, we estimate distribution of T k (t). This is only deter-

mined by aggregation entering rate distribution, and has no relation with individual 

session. As defined, we have f:·(t) (Lse(s.l TS.k (v) - C)dv S 0, and 

f:.(t)(Lse{s.1 Ts.k(V) - C)dv > O. Now we need to know given a certain value T, the 

probability of P[Tk(t) = T]. 

Since we already know the PDF of the initial sending rate of each session, by 

MGF, we can know the aggregation PDF {'(x) of Tk(V) = Lse{skl Ts.k(t) from 

f:' eX. {'(x)dx = TIs e
ps;2.ps-;s, which unfortunately is not uniformly distributed 

00 2 'S-Ps 

anymore6; thus we have distribution probability of Tk(t) as P[Tk(t) = T] = 

P[T' C ~ f: Tk(v)dxl· P [(t - T) • C S f: Tk(V) dx]' 

2. Then we estimate the distribution of f(Tk(t)); we frrst needs to know the 

• As mentioned, if the number of input traffic is very large, then aggregation traffic distribution 
{'(x) can be modeled as Gaussian distribution, then the following analysis becomes simplified; 
on the other hand, if input traffic is Gaussian distribution, then even the number of traffic flows is 
not very large, the aggregation traffic can still be Gaussian distribution. 
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departing mte distribution of each session. 

From Lk(t), we can know the distribution probability of departing mte as 

P[1:SE(Sk}TS;k(t) = Tkq(t)] = P [J:k(t)(Tk(V) - C) dv = I:k(t) Tkq(V) dV] = 

P[Tk(V) - C = Tkq(V)]. 

From LSE(SkJ.k(t), we consider an interval ['I', tj, and analyze the departing rate 

distribution of each session. We know the queuing length of session s at hop k is 

I: TS;k (v) dv, and I:(Tk(V) - C)dv = I: 1:s TS;k (v) dv; also note that 

I: 1:s Ts,Hl(V) dv = I: C dv, and I:rS,Hl(V)dv + I: r.:k(v) dv = I: Ts,k(V)dv. 

At time t, the expected deadline of the last packet (the target packet) of session s 

at hop k is defined as 

Di = t - ~Hs,le-l D-1(t) + ~Hs.K$ d _ ~H$.Ks Is. we can know 
s,k .l.In=HS•1 s.n £'n=Hs,l s,n .l.In=Hs,k+l r!.n+(Cn"Xn,"Ys;rJ/ns' 

the nearest expected deadline of session i (i * 5) smaller than D!,lc by function 

ft,lc(t), and the departure time of the target packet. Further, the mtio of departing rate 

over this interval ['I', t j 

t TS,k-l(V)dV 
(tk(t) Tf,Ic-l (V)dV: 

• J:rs (v)dv 
of two sessIOns s and i can be computed as it ,Ie 

• Tf,Ic(v)dv 

Since we already know probability distribution of Ts,k-l (t) and Tt,k-l (t), we 

can then compute the queuing rate distribution r.:k(v) and 1i~(v), and the departing 

mte distribution TS,k+1(t) and Tl,k+l(t). 

3. After we get the distribution of !('I'k(t)), we can know the local delay viola-

tion probability as 
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4. Continue above processes at each hop along the path, we can compute the 

delay violation probability at the last hop, which is also its e2e delay violation proba-

bility. 

4.4 GMS vs. other Schedulings: Analysis of Queoing Delay and 

Delay Violation Probability 

Now we compare queuing delay and delay violation probability of our OMS 

scheduling with FIFO, EDF, DC-EDF and delay-CMS. According to [42] and [43], 

the delay-CMS is similar with DC-EDF since they have same deadline assignment, so 

the two mechanisms should have similar performance. Differently with these sche

duling schemes, we will utilize the extra bandwidth resource of C . xk • Ys.k at hop k 

into deadline assignments for packets that compete for output link, thus we have dif

ferent value of ftk(t), different queuing delays, and session delay violation probabil-

ity. 

The local and e2e queuing delay formula of FIFO, EDF, DC-EDF, and delay 

-CMS can also be described similar as above of OMS, except that we have different 

value of ft,Jc(t) in Eq. 12. 

For FIFO at hop k of session s, we have ft,Jc(t) = max{xlx < t}; For EDF, we 

have ft.k(t) = max{xlx + d!.k < t + ds•k}; while for DC-EDF and delay- CMS, we 

have !t.k(t) = max {xix -l::!;";:, D~(t) + l::!;"Hi., d!.n < t -l::~':I.:, D;,~(t) + 

l::~s., ds•n J. 
Clearly, FIFO, EDF, DC-EDF and delay-CMS do not consider the downstream 
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extra resources (they have xn = 0); but for OMS, if at downstream hops session 81 

have more extra bandwidth resources than other sessions, i.e., a smaller value of 

~nH~H,KS1. [ c~.~n'YSln]' then we have larger value of Itk(t) than that of FIFO, 
-S1.+17." 1 • • 

sUe: nrt 

EDF, DC-EDF and delay-CMS for this session 81; on the contrary, if other session 82 

has less extra bandwidth resources than other sessions, i.e., larger 

~~:-:sz [ ~:'n'YS2n]' then we have a smaller value of It k(t) for session 82. 
s2)c+l TV I ! • 

S2,k nS2 

According to Eq. 12, we will have a larger local queuing delay and a departing 

queue length for session 81, thus the flows of session 81 will be correspondingly de-

layed; while the flows of session 82 will have more chance to be served to meet their 

expected deadlines, since they have smaller values of ft.k(t). In other word, we can 

better balance local delay earliness than other scheduling schemes for sessions with 

sufficient downstream reserved bandwidth, while better balance lateness for sessions 

with stringent downstream reserved bandwidth. In this way, packet service orders will 

be determined by the availability of downstream resources. That is exactly our advan-

tage over DC-EDF or delay-CMS. 

On the other hand, we will drop those packets that arrive too late to catch up its 

e2e delay bound, i.e., when departure time t ofthe/h packet of session s at hop ksa-

tisfies condition t > a~,o + d •. o - ~!!.k+1 d;,n = a~,o + d"o - (K, - k - 1) .~. 

Then at the last hop along the path of each session, the number of packets that will 

violate e2e delay bound will be further reduced, provided that packet dropping proba-

bility still satisfies the Qos requirement; or else, once the loss probability at the last 
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hop exceeds a certain threshold, we will not drop packets immediately even they incur 

much excessive delay. 

To session set {SN} with N sessions, we define global delay violation probability 

(18) 

where N:ta is the number of packets of session s that have violated respective e2e 

delay bound ds•o. Since local earliness or lateness can be balanced more efficiently 

by our OMS, then in theo!)' we can get much smaller value of P[L!~l dS•k > ds•o] 

and LSE{SN} N:ta, and have a smaller value of overall delay violation probability pvla 

than other scheduling schemes. This theoretic analysis will be proved by experiments 

data in Chapter 5. 

4.5 End-to-End Scbedulability Condition Analysis 

In this section, we will discuss traffic characterization at downstream hops, and 

then analyze the schedulability condition of OMS, by both of a single hop case and 

multi-hop case. We propose some lemmas and theorems as follows. Although similar 

with the work in [42], [43], and [38], the theoretic analysis is based on the distinct 

property of our proposed OMS, by dynamically utilizing the expected reservation in-

formation at downstream hops, not by the static local information from upstream 

hops. 
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4.5.1 Preliminaries 

Lemma 1: The expected traffic envelop of session s at the first hop is 

(19) 

where EL is expected deadline ofthe/h packet of session s at its first hop, and Is is 

the size of packet of session s. 

Proof: According to Definition 1, Definition 3 and Definition 4, for any time 

instant t relative to u, and u ~ t ~ 0, we have: 

Since u ~ 7:1 (u) , we 

Therefore, we have 

fs'.1(7:1 (u), u) - fs71(t, u) S (fs71 (0, u) - ~s~ .!.1ST1 (U) Is) -

( fs7t (0, u) - ~s ~.1 su Is) = ~s ~.1 su Is - ~s ~.1 ST (u) Is = 
8,1 S.1. S.l 1. 

Then r..l (u - 7:1 (u)) is expected traffic envelop of flows with session s at the 

first hop. 

Similarly, we have the expected traffic envelop of the last hop is: r..Ks (I) = 

Lemma 2: Ifeach/h packet of flows of session s will not miss its expected dead-

line Elk at its previous k_1'h (Ie> 1) by over 0S)<-1> then the expected traffic envelop 
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at the hop k of session s is r..k (I) = r..xs (I + T • .J<)' (20) 

where T •• k = 1i •• k- 1 + D'.k+1 + 2 ·1:!~k+11/ •• " + 1/ •• k+l, and D •• k E [D •• k -1/ •. k, 

Remark: Ii •. k is the maximum tolerable delay violation bound of session s at 

hop k. To satisfy this bound. we simply assume that any packet missed its local dead-

line by more than 1i • .J< at hop k will be dropped. Since we have defined the criterion 

of dropping packets if the lower case delay bound d1.J< can not be satisfied, i.e., 

tl.k > al.o + d •• o - 1:!~Hs"+1 d!.", then we have 

Ii - J + d -.:oK, dl (J + d -.:oKs I,) -
s,k - as,o s.o - Lln;;;:Hs.k+l s.n - aSIQ S,o - '£'n=Hs,lc+l III I e.%noYs.n -

rs•n 11.8 

1:!~HS"+1 (~. I J~n'Ys.n - d!.,,). Here we have replaced D • .J< with d:'k = l •. k/(rl,k + 
s,n 11.3 

parture time of the /h packet of session s at hop Ie, also the arrival time at its next hop 

k+l. 

Proof: For any time instant t relative to u, U ~ t ~ 0, and 'k (t, u) S t, we have 

[D •• " -1/ •• ". D •• " + 1/ •• ,,], where D •• n is the expected average delay of packets of ses-

sion s at hop n, we have 
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with an expected deadline at hop k-1 no larger than Tk(t, u) - ii •• k_ 1 should have 

already departed this hop at t;.k' and arrived at the hop k before Tk(t, u) with ex-

pected deadline no larger than u; otherwise the definition of ii •. k is violated. 

fS:k(O, u) -l; HI STk(tU)-{j k +"Ks I'j)"" _" lis. s.Ks • S, -1 ~ckLus.n "$on 

Therefore, 

Moreover, according to Lemma 1, we have !sj.(Tk(t, u), u) - f;k(t. u) S 

So we always have r..k(f) = r..Ks(I + Ts•k)· 

Lemma 2 shows that traffic characteristics of a flow are minimally distorted at 

downstream hops to be within a narrow range; if TS•k is constants at all hops, then we 

can use the same expected traffic envelop r..Ks (1) to evaluate the queuing delay of 

each session of flows along the paths. 

Consider the case we utilize the reserved rate d;'k = IS.k!(rJ,k + Ck * Xk * 

YS.k!n.) into deadline assignment; if network traffic remains unchanged over a pe-

riod sufficiently long, i.e., D1.n = Ds•n, and 1/s.k = 0, then TS•k = iis•k- 1 + Ds,k+l 
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and l's.k(l) = l's.K.(I + 8s•k- 1 + DS•k+1), which means that essential traffic envelop of 

session s at each downstream hop is in fact identical with that at the last and the first 

hop, and traffic characteristics of a flow are minimally distorted at downstream hops 

to be within a narrow range, there will be no traffic distortion (jitter). 

4.5.2 Recursive Condition for Violating Packets 

Theorem 3: Assume each packet has the same size I. If each jh packet of flows 

with session s at hop k has not missed its expected deadline E1.k-1 at the prior hop 

k-J (k>I) by over 8s•k- 1, and EI,/<_l + 8s.k- 1 S E1.k' then for a given flow of session 

s, its packets will not miss their expected deadline at hop k by over 8S•k ' if 'VI ~ 0, 

(21) 

where Ts,k = 8.,k-1 + DS•k+1 + 2 ' I!!.k+117s,n + 17s,k+1' 

Proof: Assume the /h packet of flows with session s arrives at hop k at time in

stant t, and its expected deadline is EI,/<. We denote this as the target packet, then we 

have t S EI.1<_l + 8 • .1<-1 S E1.k; according to Lem11lfl 2, during the interval 

[Tk(t, E1.k)' t], the total traffic of session s with an expected deadline no larger than 

E1.k is bounded by l's.Ks(E1.k - Tk(t,E1.k) + Ts,k)' 

Since at time Tk(t, EI,/<) the server at hop k is idle, and the backlogged packets 

are served by the increasing order of expected deadlines, then after time Tk(t, E!.k) 

and before the departure of the target packet, the total amount of traffic need to be 

served is bounded by Isl's.Ks(EI'/< - Tk(t, E1.k) + Ts,k) + 1; otherwise, the server at 

hop k is serving a packet with expected deadline larger than E1.k during this interval. 
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Hence if all packets above can be served during the interval ["k(t, El.k), El.k + 

OS.k] , i.e., if I:s fs,Ks(El.k - "k(t, E!.k) + Ts•k) + I s C· (El.k + 0S.k - "k(t, E!.k)) , 

then the target packet will not miss its expected deadline by over 0s.k' 

0s.k)' Thus Theorem 3 holds. 

4.5.3 End-to-End Delay Bouuds 

Theorem 4: If Theorem 3 holds for each flow at each hop, then the end-to-end 

delay of flows with session s is bounded by 

(22) 

where a;.o is the initial time the /h packet of session s at its first hop, Ds.n is the 

expected average delay of session s at hop n, 7Js.n is the variance of the range of Ds•n• 

Proof: Assume r1k is the departure time of/h packet of flows with session s at 

hop k, then we have r/,Ks S El,Ks + oS,Ks = E!.l + I:~::'2 D!.n + oS,Ks.The end-to-end 

delay is then bounded by maxJ~l{t/,Ks - a;.o} S maxJ~l{E!.l + I:~::'2D!.n + oS,Ks-

Theorem 5: If each flows is leaky-bucket based, i.e., its expected traffic envelop 

at hop k is F..k(1) = I: •• k(Ut + Pt ,1), and I:sPt < C, then Eq. 21 can be simplified 

as: if for any I ~ 0, L(al+;I'~+I-C.6s .. < I, 
- PI 

-- ,<,K 
where TS•k = 0s.k-l + DS•k+1 + 2 . "'n::'k+1 7Js.n + 7JS,k+l' 

(23) 

Proof: Substituting F..k(I) = I:s.k(Ut + PI' I) into Eq. 21, we have I:s(u/ + 

Pt • (I + Ts•k)) + I S c· (I + °S.k) , I ~ O. Then for any I ~ 0, we have 
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~(tft+pt"Ts.k)+l-C·6s.k S 1. 
C-~Pt 

4.5.4 Schedulability Condition for a Single Hop 

Theorem 6: Under a single hop case at hop k, a sufficient condition for deadline 

curves {D:(t)} to be schedulable, that all packets of session s can depart this hop k 

before the deadlines, i.e., i.e., A:+1(t) :2: DfCt) holds, where A:+l(t) is departure 

curve at this hop (also arrival curve at the next hop k+ 1), is that for any interval [v, ul. 

u> v. 

(24) 

Proof: Assume the outstanding bytes at the time instant t is I. then during any 

interval [v, ul. the available bandwidth for serving the backlogged packets 

is C • (u - v) -l, while the total traffic that need to depart during this interval is 

So if such condition holds, all packets that need to depart during this interval can 

be served; since this interval can be selected arbitrarily, so no deadline violation will 

happen at this hop. 

The deadline curves {DfCt)} are schedulable also means that the experienced 

delay Ds,k(t) of each packet is bounded to be less than the local delay bound ds,!< 

of session s at hop k. 

Theorem 7: Under the single hop case at hop k, a necessary condition for dead-

line curves {D:(t)}to be schedulable is that, for any interval [v, u], u > v, 

~sfS:k(Tk(V, u), u) s C· (u - v). 
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Proof: Suppose the above condition does not hold. By definition, 

l.s fs\(rk(v, u), u) is the total amount of packets that need to depart before u, but the 

total available bandwidth C· (u - v) is less than this amouut. Therefore, some dead

line violation will occur, and this will contradict to the assumption. So we always 

have l.S!S:k(Tk(V, u), u) s C· (u -v). 

Corollary J: Under the single hop case at hop Ie, if for each flow of session s, 

As,k(t) ~ D:(t + dS,k) and for any interval [v, ul, u > v, 

l.smax{O, D:(u) - D:((Tk(V, u) + dS.kn} S max{O, C· (u -v) -I} ,(25) 

then the deadline curves {D:(t)} are schedulable. 

Proof: For any flows of session s and any interval [v, ul, since As,k(t) ~ 

D:(t + ds,k), we have 

max{O,D:(u) - As,k((Tk (v, u))-)} S max{O,D:Cu) - D:((Tk(V,U) + dS,kn} 

thus we have 

l.sfs:k(Tk(V, u), u) = r.. max{O, D:(u) - As,k ((Tk (v, u)n} s 

l.smax{O,D:(u) - DN(Tk(V,U) + dS,kn} S max{O,C(u -v) -I}. 

Then by Theorem 6, we know the curves {D: (t)} are schedulable. 

This corollary says that if a flow arrives 'early enough', i.e., it does not violate 

the deadline curve at the upstream hops, and the local deadline curve is not very burs

ty, then the flow can also meet its local deadline curve. 

Corollary 4: If deadline curves {D: (t)} satisfY Eq. 25 for each flows with ses

sion s, but a deadline violation happens at time t." the departure time of packet v, 

then there is a packet of flow with session s, which arrives at time a;,k and 
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Dl.k - dS•k < aLo S tv -It.t, where It.t is the transmission time of a single byte on 

the link, and Dl,k is the departure deadline for the /h packet of session s at hop k. 

Proof: Let packet v starts transmission at time ts' then ts = tv -It.t. Now we 

modity the queuing system by supposing for any flow with session s, As.k(t) = 

As.k(ts), for t ~ ts. i.e., all traffic inputs are cut off at time ts +. Obviously the cor

responding modified deadline curves will still satisty Eq. 25. Since all traffic flows 

remain unchanged before ts +; with this modification all queuing activities remain 

unchanged before ts +, and packet v still violates its deadline at time tv. 

By Corollary 3, there is a flow with session s for which As.k(t) ~ Dff(t + ds•k) 

does not hold over interval [0, tsj, thus for a packetj of flow with session s, we have 

Dl.k - dS•k < a!.o S ts S tv -It.t. 

This corollary states that if the condition in Eq. 25 holds, then any deadline vi

olation must be caused by some late arrivals strictly before the deadline violation. 

4.5.5 Sc:hedulability Condition for Multiple Hops 

Corollary 5: Under the multi-hop case, if for the output link of any hop k, and 

for any interval [v, uj, u > v, 

l:smax{O,D#(u) - D#((Tk(V,U) + dS.kn} S max{O,Ck' (u - v) -I}, (26) 

then the deadline curves {Dff (t)} are globally schedulable. 

Proof: Suppose the very first deadline violation happens at time tv, the depar

ture time of packet v at the output link of hop k. Consider the queuing activity on the 

output link of hop k over the interval [0, tvj. Since the link capacity and local dead-
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line curves satisfY Eq. 26, then by Corollory 4, there exists a packet j of flow with 

session s such that D1.k - dS.k < a{o S tv, where a{o and Dl.I< is the arrival time 

and the departure deadline for the /h packet of session s at hop k respectively, and 

dS•k is local delay bound of session s at hop k. To flows with session s at the ftrSt hop, 

we have a;.o = D1.l - d •• !> and the hop k can not be at the first hop, so packetj must 

come from some previous hop k' along the path of flow with session s. However, 

since D1.k - dS.k is just the local deadline of packet j at the previous hop k'. and 

a;.o is also departure time ofpacketj at the previous link k', so packetj should have 

violated its local deadline at hop k' at time a;,o S tv, this is a contradiction to the 

assumption that the first global deadline violation happens at time tv Then no dead

line violation may happen throughout the network. 

Theorem 8: Under the multi-hop case, for any output link at hop k, and for any 

interval [v, uj, u > v, 1:.A}ClIt - ds•k) + I S Ck . (u - v). where lit = u

Tk(V, u) ~ mins{ds.k}, then the deadline curves {Dff(t)} are globally schedulable. 

Proof: Recall that As.~(t) E A;(t), and Dff(t) = AS.l(t -1:~=l ds•n). For each 

flow with session s, at any output link at hop k and any interval [v, uj, u ~ v, we 

have 

Dff(u) - Dff((Tk(V,U) + ds.kf) = AS.l(U -1:~=l ds•n) -As,t((Tk(V, u) + 

ds.k - ~=l ds.nf) S AS.l(u - Tk(V, u) - ds.k) S A:(u -Tk(V, u) - ds•k)' 

Then we have 

1:.max{O, Dff(u) - Dff((Tk(V, u)+ d •• kf)l S 1:s max{O, A;(u - Tk(V,U)

ds.k)} S 1:.A;(u - Tk(V, u) - ds.I<) S max{O, Ck · (u - v) -I}. 
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By Corollary 5 we know the theorem holds. 

4.5.6 Discussion 

Now we compared with the analysis by CMS in [42] and [43], where the priority 

index increment of Ii •• k is fixed, and the analysis by DC-EDF in [38] and [44]. We 

find two differences as follows: 

I. If traffic load at downstream hops increases substantially, then the value of 

Ii'ok should also be increased; or else, more packets have to be dropped to satisfY this 

definition7
• However, Ii •• k is a fixed value and will not be changed in there designs. 

In addition, the priority index of each packet should also be decreased, to let the flows 

have higher priority. However, the authors of [42] and [43] have not taken this mctor 

into consideration. 

On the other hand, if traffic load at the downstream hops decreases substantially, 

then Ii'ok should also be decreased, and the criteria in Theorem 1-3 of [42] and [43] 

can be further reduced. In other word, the criteria do not need to be so strict and can 

be relaxed to some extent. In addition, the priority index should also be increased, to 

let the flows have lower priority. The authors have not taken this fact into considera-

tion, neither. 

2. The "urgent traffic" proposed in DC-EDF of [38] and [44] is not accurate. It 

is defined as Et(u, v) = max{O, Dt(v) - Al (u-)} as the amount of traffic arriving 

after U- with a deadline no later than v. The following corollaries and theorems are 

7 According to [43], a packet will be discarded ifit misses its local delay deadline at a hop by 
more than its maximum tolerable local deadline violation. 
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based on this definition. However, the authors ofthe papers have ignored the fact that 

there still have packets arrived earlier than u- with a deadline no later than 11 due to 

insufficiency of available bandwidth, and those packets will still compete the output 

link resources with packets arrived after u- with deadline no later than 11. Then the 

theoretic analysis on both of the a single hop and multi-hop schedulability condition 

in the papers may not be accumte. 

In our mechanism, since the expected deadline E1.k' T •• k, 0 • .1<-1> and D •• tt will 

be updated whenever traffic load at downstream hops changes; together with the delay 

and bandwidth measurement mechanism, we should avoid above two shortcomings, 

that we can offer more flexibility to network system when network traffic changes 

frequently, and our definition of expected traffic is more appropriate than the "urgent 

traffic". 
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CHAPTERS 

Performance Evaluation 

In this chapter, we will illustrate the perfonnance improvements of our proposed 

Global Multi-hop Scheduling over other scheduling schemes, including FIFO, EDF, 

and delay-CMS (DC-EDF), by comparing the average e2e queuing delay, the delay 

violation probability of each session and the overall violation probability. 

5.1 Traffic Model 

In our simulation, each flow is of the same types, i.e., same priority, Qos re-

quirement, and traffic type, and constrained by a leaky bucket model (u. p), where u is 

the burst size, p is the average sending rate. Then the total amount of traffic sent dur-

ing the interval of length t is computed as u+p *t. All packets generated by each source 

will go through a token bucket shaper prior to being introduced into the network. 

Since we use the ON-OFF two states Markov traffic, all flows will send packets 

with the peak rate p during the ON state, while do not send any packets during the 

OFF state. The duration of the ON state and OFF state is exponentially distributed 

with a mean duration of a-I for each ON state, and a mean duration of {II for each 

OFF state, as defined in [3]. The mean number of packets generated is [(aT)-I), here T 

is the time needed to transmit a packet over the given link, and is defined by: 

8 In our future work, we will test the perfonnance of traffic with different types, i.e., some flows 
require strict delay bound while can tolerate some packets loss, i.e. guaranteed flows (or say, real 

time flows); while other flows can tolerate some delay violation, but require strict packets loss 
probability, i.e., best effort flows (or say, non-real time flows). 
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The probability density function (pDF) of the exponential distribution is as Eq. 

27: 

[(x,}..) = {A.. e-J.·",x;e: 0. 
o,x < ° (27) 

The mean of the exponential distribution with parameter A is E(x) = ;..1. Thus, 

within a certain period I, the mean duration of the ON state is (I*a-I/(a-l+fJI)), while 

the mean duration of the OFF state is (I - I*a-I/(a-l+fJI)). 

We use the idea from [2] to determine the value for a-I and fJI, as a-I = u/(P-

p)*(l//og5), and fJl= u/p*(l/log5); this can ensure that the average packet duration is 

equal to p, e.g., [3] gives 1l-
1=352ms, and W1=650ms for an ADPCM (Adaptive Diffe-

rential Pulse Code Modulation) signal. 

5.2 Simulation Setup 

We will use the static even division policy for the end-to-end delay division to 

each hop, and assume all flows can be admitted into the network domain; thus once 

the e2e delay bound is given, we can compute the local delay bound for each session 

at each hop; at the same time, the reserved bandwidth and the expected delay under 

GMS for each session at each hop can also be determined. 

To simulate FIFO, we define the expected deadline as the arrival time of each 

packet at the hop; to simulate EDF, we define the deadline as the sum of arrival time 

and the local delay bound; while to simulate CMS, similar with the experiment de-

• We consider a valid packet only when its full size is generated. 
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scription in [42] and [43], we choose 1/1.1c = 0,51)< = Ill./( = D for sessions with only 

one hop along the path, and 1/1)< = 0,51)< = 1l1.1e = DIn for sessions with n hops 

along the path. In this way, we have exactly the same deadline assignments as 

OC-EOF in [38]. Finally for our proposed OMS, we define the deadline as Eq. 14. 

For the three simulation cases shown below, each packet has the same size of 

I Okbits, close to the standard Ethernet packet size. The propagation delay is Oms and 

can be ignored in our simulation. For the first topology, each output link has capacity 

of 40Mbps, then the processing delay for each packet is 0.2Sms; for the second and 

third topologies, each output link has capacity of SOMbps, then the processing delay 

for each packet is 0.2ms. 

5.3 Results and Numerical Comparisons 

We will test our system under three scenarios: two hops with three sessions, three 

hops with five sessions, and six hops with eight sessions. The topologies are depicted 

as Fig. 4, Fig. 8, and Fig. 12 respectively. Each node is connected with another node 

by a bi-directionallink. All links have infinite buffer sizes. 

We develop programming by Matlab 7.0 for the following simulation. 

From the tables and figures below, it is clear that our proposed OMS can achieve 

much smaller average delay and delay violation probability of the target sessions than 

FIFO, EOF and CMS; as to the overall delay violation probability, OMS is also 

smaller than EDF, CMS. In one word, we can achieve much better Qos performance 

improvements than other scheduling schemes. 
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5.3.1 Same Class ofTraflic with Two Hops and Three Sessions 

Session3~ 
\ !7) 

Session 2 

Fig. 4. Network Topology Case I: Two Hops with Thee Sessions 

In Fig. 4, session I will go through two hops of link L. and 14; session 2 goes 

through two hops of link LJ and L3; while session 3, the background session, goes 

through only link L2. The traffic parameters are shown as Table I below. 

Table 1. Traffic Parameters of Two hops and Three Sessions 

Session BW'st Peak Average R2served Number Source LI/e e2e 

ID Size Rate Rate rate a/flows time (s) time Delay 
(kbits) (kbps) (kbps) (kbps) (s) Bound 

(ms) 

I 120 2500 250 833 25 0 50 24 

2 120 2500 250 833 25 0 50 24 

3 120 2500 250 417 0-40 0 50 24 

varied 

We will increase number of the each background flows (session 3), i.e., different 

output link utilization on the output link of each node, to see the average delay and the 

delay violation probability of each session and the overall delay violation probability. 

Each time we will increase the number by eight The average load on the output link 

LJ is 31.3%, on the output link L2 is 15.6%-40.6%, while on the output link L3 is 

15.6%. We get the results as the following tables, by avemge of27 running. 
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1. 0 flows of background session: 

Session Average Delay (InS) Delay Vio. Probability (".-6) Overall 
lDand Delay Vio. 

Scheduling Sesl Ses2 Ses3 Sesl Ses2 Ses3 Pro. (".-6) 

FIFO 1.57 1.61 0 1.56 1.64 0 1.60 

EDF 1.57 1.61 0 1.56 1.64 0 1.60 
CMS 1.57 1.61 0 1.56 1.64 0 1.60 

GMS 0.59 0.58 0 0 0 0 0 

The number of packets of the three sessions dropped due to unable to catch up 

the e2e delay bound under the best case is [459, 479, 0]. 

2. 8 flows of background session: 

Session Average Delay (InS) Delay Vio. Probability (%) Overall 

lDand Delay Vio. 

Scheduling Sesl Ses2 Ses3 Sesl Ses2 Ses3 Pro. (".-6) 

FIFO 1.59 1.61 0.28 1.57 1.64 0 /.38 

EDF 1.58 1.61 0.31 1.56 1.64 0 1.38 

CMS 1.58 1.61 0.31 1.56 1.64 0 1.38 

GMS 0.58 0.59 0.30 0.0003 0 0 0.0001 

The number of packets of the three sessions dropped due to unable to catch up 

the e2e delay bound under the best case is [455,483,0]. 

3. 16 flows of background session: 

Session Average Delay (InS) Delay Vio. Probability (%) Overall 

lDand Delay Vio. 
Scheduling Sesl Ses2 Ses3 Sesl Ses2 Ses3 Pro. (".-6) 

FIFO 1.69 1.61 0.43 1.66 1.64 0.07 1.26 

EDF 1.64 1.61 0.51 1.59 1.64 0.19 1.26 

eMS 1.59 1.61 0.59 1.56 1.64 0.52 1.33 

GMS 0.59 0.59 0.39 0 0 0 0 

The number of packets of the three sessions dropped due to unable to catch up 

the e2e delay bound under the best case is [454, 483, 0]. 
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4. 24 flows of background session: 

Session Average Delay (ma) Delay Via. Probability ("h) Overall 
!Dand Delay Via. 

Scheduling Sesl Ses2 Sea3 Sesl Ses2 Sea3 Pro. ("h) 

FIFO 1.99 1.61 0.71 1.74 1.64 0.90 1.43 
EDF 1.89 1.61 0.82 1.67 1.64 1./3 1.48 

eMS 1.63 1.61 1.08 1.60 1.64 1.32 1.52 
OMS 0.60 0.59 0.56 0.01 0 0.58 0.19 

The number of packets of the three sessions dropped due to unable to catch up 

the e2e delay bound under the best case is [454, 483, OJ. 

5. 32 flows of background session: 

Session Average Delay (ma) Delay Via. Probability ("h) Overall 
!Dand Delay Via. 

Scheduling Sesl Ses2 Ses3 Seal Ses2 Ses3 Pro. ("h) 

FIFO 2.60 1.61 1.21 1.90 1.64 1.53 1.67 

EDF 2.44 1.61 1.34 1.82 1.64 1.65 1.69 

eMS 1.97 1.61 1.71 1.75 1.64 1.72 1.70 

OMS 0.64 0.59 0.87 0.13 0 1.20 0.51 

The number of packets of the three sessions dropped due to unable to catch up 

the e2e delay bound under the best case is [436, 500, OJ. 

6. 40 flows of background session: 

Session Average Delay (ma) Delay Via. Probability ("h) Overall 

!Dand Delay Vio. 
Scheduling Sesl Ses2 Ses3 Sesl Ses2 Ses3 Pro. ("h) 

FIFO 3.33 1.61 1.78 2.07 1.64 1.90 1.87 

EDF 3.12 1.61 1.92 1.99 1.64 1.98 1.89 

eMS 2.50 1.61 2.30 1.98 1.64 2.00 1.89 

OMS 0.67 0.59 1.24 0.17 0 1.53 0.73 

The number of packets of the three sessions dropped due to unable to catch up 

the e2e delay bound under the best case is [436, 500, OJ. 
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In the last case, the average number of packets generated during the I ifetime of 

each session is [29375, 29269, 46562], the dropping probability is at most I. 7%. 

We present the average delay of the target session under different scheduling 

schemes as Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5. Average Delay ofTarget Session of Case I 

45 

We present the delay violation probability of the target session under different 

scheduling schemes in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6. Delay Violation Probability of Target Session of Case I 

We present the overall delay violation probability under different scheduling 

schemes in Fig. 7. 
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5.3.2 Same Class of Traffic with Three Hops and Five Sessions 

Session 2 
Session 1 

Session 3 

Session 4 . .' 
~I--'-_/ -. -' --Ific - - (?l--
)d .~-" ,-·-V ---'It. 

Session 5 

Fig. 8. Network Topology Case 2: Three Hops with Five Sessions 

In Fig. 8. there are also three hops but with five sessions. Session I is the target 

session, goes through all the three nodes I, 2 and 3; while the other four sessions are 

background sessions, goes through only one or two nodes as the figure shows. The 

traffic parameters are shown in Table 2 below. 
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Table 2. Traffic Parameters of Three Hops and Five Sessions 

Session Burst Peak Average Reserved Number Source Life e2e 

lD Size RDk Rate rate offlows time (s) time Delay 

(kbits) (kbps) (/<bps) (kbps) (s) Bound 
(ms) 

I 120 2500 250 1000 21 0 30 30 

2 120 2500 250 333 9-21 0 30 30 . 

varied 

3 120 2500 250 666 9-21 0 30 30 

varied 

4 120 2500 250 666 9-21 0 30 30 

varied 

5 120 2500 250 333 9-21 0 30 30 

varied 

We will increase the number of the each background flows, i.e., different output 

link utilization on the output link of each node, to see the average delay and the delay 

violation probability of each session and the overall delay violation probability. Each 

time we will increase the number by three. The average load on each of the output 

link is 19.5%-31.5%. We get results as following tables, by average ono running. 

1. 9 flows of background session: 

Session Average Delay (ms) Delay Wo. Probability (",1;) Overall 

IDand Delay 

Scheduling Sesl Ses2 Ses3 Ses4 Ses5 Sesl Ses2 Ses3 Ses4 Sed Wo. Pro. 
(",1;) 

FIFO 0.96 0.43 0.70 0.31 0.30 0.34 0.04 0.16 0 0 O.H 

EDF 0.83 0.60 0.77 0.50 0.48 0.08 0.52 0.31 0.00 0 0.16 

eMS 0.86 0.60 0.77 0.45 0.44 0.02 0.52 0.28 0.02 0.01 0.14 

GMS 0.84 0.56 0.72 0.45 0.44 0.01 0.32 O.ll 0.01 0.01 0.07 

The number of packets of the five sessions dropped due to unable to catch up the 

e2e delay bound under the best case is [0, 0, 5, 2, OJ. 

2. 12 flows of background session: 
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Session Average Delay (InS) Delay Via. Probability ("A» Overall 

lDand Delay 

Scheduling 
Sesl Ses2 Ses3 Ses4 Sess Sesl Ses2 Sed Ses4 Sess 

Via. Pro. 

("A» 

FIFO 1.22 0.S3 0.9/ 0.40 0.40 0.92 0.32 0.76 0.07 0 0.48 

EDF 1.02 0.73 0.99 0.6S 0.66 0.S8 0.89 0.90 0.20 O.IS O.SS 

CMS 1.01 0.73 0.97 0.6S 0.6S 0.41 0.89 0.90 0.40 O.4S 0058 

GMS 0.92 0.70 0.76 0.59 0.59 0.17 0.81 0.29 0.20 0.27 0.32 

The number of packets of the five sessions dropped due to unable to catch up the 

e2e delay bound under the best case is [55,0,67,7, OJ. 

3. 15 flows of background session: 

Session Average Delay (InS) Delay Via. Probability ("A» Overall 

lDand Delay 

Scheduling 
Sesl Ses2 Ses3 Ses4 Ses5 Sesl Ses2 Ses3 Ses4 SesS 

Via. Pro. 

("A» 

FIFO 1.56 0.74 1.14 0.43 0.43 1.25 0.74 1.09 0.31 0.01 0.73 

EDF 1.29 0.98 1.20 0.68 0.67 0.99 1.21 1.18 0.56 0.32 0.87 

CMS 1.25 0.98 1.18 0.70 0.70 0.9/ 1.21 1.19 0.79 0.61 0.94 

GMS 0.90 0.96 0.76 0.53 0.52 0.07 1.15 0.27 0.11 0.19 0.34 

The number of packets of the five sessions dropped due to unable to catch up the 

e2e delay bound under the best case is [186, 0158,37, OJ. 

4. 18 flows of background session: 
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Session Average Delay (ms) Delay 1'10. Probability I"A) Overall 

lDand Delay 

Scheduling 
Sesl Ses2 SesJ Ses4 SesS Sesl Ses2 Ses3 Ses4 SesS 

Via. Pro. 

I"A) 

FIFO 2.20 1.12 1.71 0.63 0.60 1.74 1.28 I.6S 0.79 0.13 1.14 

EDF 1.77 1.46 1.77 0.96 0.95 1.45 1.68 1.7S 0.97 1.00 1.37 

CMS 1.60 1.46 1.70 1.06 I.OS 1.39 1.68 1.76 1.14 1.21 1.44 

GMS 0.90 I.4S 0.82 0.62 0.62 0.07 1.66 0.23 0./0 0.25 0.45 

The number of packets of the five sessions dropped due to unable to catch up the 

e2e delay bound under the best case is [385, 0,356,51,0]. 

5. 21 flows of background session: 

Session Average Delay (ms) Delay 1'10. Probability (%) Overall 

lDand Delay 

Scheduling 
Sesl Ses2 SesJ Ses4 Ses5 Sesl Ses2 Ses3 Ses4 Ses5 

Via. Pro. 

(%) 

FIFO 3.19 1.86 2.34 0.89 0.85 2.23 2. OS 2.04 1.34 0.79 1.69 

EDF 2.52 2.37 2.36 1.32 1.30 1.97 2.40 2./0 1.43 1.48 1.88 

CMS 2.20 2.37 2.27 1.51 1.49 1.95 2.40 2.11 1.52 1.54 1.90 

GMS 0.95 2.36 0.96 0.75 0.74 0.06 2.38 0.26 0.17 0.50 0.68 

The number of packets of the three sessions dropped due to unable to catch up 

the e2e delay bound under the best case are [563, 0, 537, 103, 0]. 

In the last case, the average number of packets generated during the lifetime of 

each session is [30419,30008,30199,29923,30019], the dropping probability is at 

most 1.85%. 

We present the average delay of the target session under different scheduling 

schemes in Fig. 9. 
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We present the delay violation probability of the target session under different 

scheduling schemes in Fig, 10, 
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We present the overall delay violation probability under different scheduling 

schemes in Fig. II . 
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5.3.3 Same Class of Traffic witb Six hops and Eight sessions 

Session 5 Session 7 

Fig. 12. Network Topology Case 3: Six Hops with Eight Sessions 

35 

In Fig. 12, there are six hops with totally eight sess ions. Sess ion I is the target 

sess ion, goes through all the six nodes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6; while the other seven ses-

sions are background sess ions, goes through only one or two nodes as the figure 

shows. The traffic parameters are shown in Table 3 below. 
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Table 3. Traffic Parameters of Six Hops and Eight Sessions 

Session Bursl Peak Average Reserved Number Source Life e2e 
ID Size Rate Rate rate a/flows time (s) time Delay 

(kblts) (kbps) (kbps) (kbps) (s) Bound 

(ms) 

I 80 2500 250 1000 25 0 30 60 
2 80 2500 250 167 15-27 0 30 60 

varied 
3 80 2500 250 333 15-27 0 30 60 

varied 

4 80 2500 250 333 15-27 0 30 60 
varied 

5 80 2500 250 333 15-27 0 30 60 
varied 

6 80 2500 250 333 15-27 0 30 60 
varied 

7 80 2500 250 333 15-27 0 30 60 
varied 

8 80 2500 250 167 15-27 0 30 60 
varied 

We will increase the number of the each background flows, i.e., different output 

link utilization on the output link of each node, to see the average delay and the delay 

violation probability of each session and the overall delay violation probability. Each 

time we will increase the number by three. The average load on each of the output 

link is 27.5%-39.5%. We get the results as following tables, by average of 15 run-

ning. 
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I. 15 flows of background session: 

Session lD FIFO EDF eMS OMS 
and Scheduling 

Average SesI 2.23 1.61 1.77 /.72 

Delay Sea2 0.68 1.13 1.13 1.04 
(ms) Sed /.08 1.31 1.35 1.29 

Ses4 0.66 0.99 1.03 1.01 

Ses5 0.66 0.98 1.02 I 

Ses6 0.51 0.76 0.66 0.94 

Ses7 0.63 0.88 0.83 0.85 

Ses8 0.21 0.64 0.47 0.48 

Delay Sesl 0.53 0 0 0 

Jlio. Ses2 0 0.77 0.77 0.33 

Pro. Sed 0.09 0.57 0.67 0.2 
(%) Ses4 0 0.21 0.28 0.08 

Sea5 0 0 0.02 0 

Ses6 0 0 0 0 

Ses7 0 0 0 0 

Ses8 0 0 0 0 

Overall Jlio. Pro. ("Ai) 0./1 0.17 0.2 0.07 

The number of packets of the eight sessions dropped due to unable to catch up 

the e2e delay bound under the best case are [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]. 
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2. 18 flows of background session: 

SesslonlD FIFO EDF eMS GMS 
and Scheduling 

Average Sesl 2.72 1.82 1.98 1.93 
Delay Ses2 0.73 1.24 1.24 1./7 
(ma) Ses3 1./7 1.38 1.45 1.2 

Ses4 0.88 1.36 1.4 1.36 

Ses5 0.88 1.37 1.4 1.37 

Ses6 0.62 I 0.89 1.25 

Ses7 0.66 0.91 0.85 0.87 

Ses8 0.26 0.8 0.66 0.68 

Delay Sesl 0.9 0.24 0.1 0.1 
Via. Ses2 0.01 0.75 0.75 0.44 
Pro. ("/6) Ses3 0.32 0.55 0.59 0.24 

Ses4 0 0.44 0.48 0.23 

Ses5 0 0./7 0.35 0.25 

Ses6 0 0.02 0.15 0.12 

Ses7 0 0 0.08 0.08 

Ses8 0 0.1 0.14 0.14 

Overall Via. Pro. ("/6) 0.19 0.28 0.32 0.2 

The number of packets of the eight sessions dropped due to unable to catch up 

the e2e delay bound under the best case are [0, 0, 38, 20, 0, 0, 0, 0]. 
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3. 21 flows of background session: 

SessionlD FIFO EDF eMS GMS 
and Scheduling 

Average SesI 4.03 2.47 2.57 2.19 
Delay Ses2 1.1 1.87 1.87 1.77 
(ms) Ses3 1.89 2.17 2.29 1.59 

Ses4 1.31 1.99 2.16 1.78 

Ses5 1.28 1.94 2.13 1.76 

Ses6 0.81 1.27 I. II 1.63 

Ses7 1 1.44 1.38 1.2 

Ses8 0.38 0.98 0.89 0.66 

Delay SesI 1.62 0.89 0.61 0.02 

Via. Ses2 0.47 1.28 1.28 1.16 

Pro. ("Al) Ses3 1.03 1.36 1.4 0.43 

Ses4 0.14 1.41 1.53 0.8 

Ses5 0 0.59 0.85 0.41 

Sea6 0 0.28 0.51 0.51 

Sea7 0 0.27 0.46 0.12 

Ses8 0 0.35 0.48 0.14 

Overall Via. Pro. (%) 0.44 0.81 0.89 0.44 

The number of packets of the eight sessions dropped due to unable to catch up 

the e2e delay bound under the best case are [95, 0, 165, 114, 43, 0, 0, 0]. 
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4. 24 flows of background session: 

SeasionID FIFO EDF eMS GMS 

and Scheduling 

Average Sesl 5.82 3.11 3.16 2.39 

Delay Sea2 2.05 3.45 3.45 3.32 
(ms) Ses3 3.13 3.24 3.52 2.08 

Ses4 1.83 2.65 2.91 2.33 

Ses5 1.81 2.62 2.87 2.34 

Ses6 1.2 1.8 1.51 1.98 

Ses7 1.38 1.76 1.64 1.1 

Ses8 0.59 1.31 J.J7 0.77 

Delay Sesl 2.21 1.52 1.15 0.02 
Via. Ses2 1.37 1.93 1.93 1.88 
Pro. ("A) Sed 1.78 2 2.08 0.42 

Ses4 0.12 1.26 1.64 0.53 

Ses5 0.07 1.37 1.45 0.62 

Ses6 0 0.52 0.B4 0.42 

Sea7 0.02 0.35 0.71 0.29 

SesB 0 0.61 0.64 0.33 

Overall Via. Pro. ("A) 0.7 1.2 1.3 0.56 

The number of packets of the eight sessions dropped due to unable to catch up 

the e2e delay bound under the best case are [248, 0, 510, 86,44,0,0,0]. 
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5. 27 flows of background session: 

SesslonlD FIFO EDF eMS GMS 

and Scheduling 

Average Sesl 9.87 4.65 4.8 3.18 

Delay Ses2 2.95 5.29 5.29 5.11 

(msJ Sed 4.82 4.96 5.78 3.84 

Ses4 3.27 4.62 5.08 3.63 

Ses5 3.23 4.55 5.02 3.58 

Ses6 1.65 2.44 1.77 3.01 

Ses7 2.1 2.82 2.51 1.33 

Ses8 0.84 2.02 1.96 0.93 

Delay Sesl 2.74 2.12 2.08 0.01 

Via. Ses2 1.46 2.25 2.25 2.21 

Pro. (,,~J Ses3 2.28 2.51 2.66 0.52 

Ses4 1.5 2.55 2.49 0.76 

Ses5 0.47 1.53 2.09 0.43 

Ses6 0.04 0.72 1.06 0.42 

Ses7 0.15 0.43 1.78 0.43 

Ses8 0 1.54 1.53 0.39 

Overall Via. Pro. (,,~J 1.07 1.7 1.99 0.65 

The number of packets of the eight sessions dropped due to unable to catch up 

the e2e delay bound under the best case are [441, 0, 507, 152, 110, 0, 0, 0]. 

In the last case, the average number of packets generated during the lifetime of 

each session is [36040, 38587, 38845, 38414, 38555, 38826, 38141, 38680], the 

dropping probability is at most 1.30%. 

We present the average delay of the target session under different scheduling 

schemes is Fig. 13. 
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We present the delay violation probability of the target session under different 

scheduling schemes in Fig. 14. 
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We present the overall de lay violation probability under different scheduling 

schemes in Fig. 15. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

6.1 Conclusions 

Qos assurance is particularly important for the requirement of Internet perfor

mance and network customers, especially to real-time traffic applications which re

quire strict delay bounds and violation probabilities, while can tolerate minor packet 

losses. We have proposed GMS, the novel packet scheduling scheme, which is based 

on the globally synchronized time reference and utilizes both upstrewn and down

strewn information, to provide better Qos performance to network applications. 

We utilize expected reservation information at downstrewn hops for an admission 

control mechanism to check if an incoming flow can be admitted into a network sys

tem or not. This way can prevent admission control to be too conservative while still 

ensure that Qos performance of current flows already admitted will not be affected. 

The time reference in the packet header of each flow is globally synchronized, can be 

easily managed at different hops within the network domain, and avoid possible con

fusion and operation inconvenience. We will also implement interval based schedul

ing to further reduce packet sorting cost, together with measurement technology, to 

collect most recent traffic information and average experienced delay at downstream 

hops. We analyze e2e queuing delay and delay violation probability, and assign ex

pected deadlines at each hop by a coordinated mechanism. 

Both the analysis work in Chapter 4 and simulation results in Chapter 5 show us, 
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compared with current scheduling schemes including the FIFO, EDF, DC-EDF, and 

delay-CMS, we can achieve much Qos perfonnance improvement. From the graphs in 

Chapter 5, we can clearly see that average delay and the delay violation probability of 

target traffic and the overall traffic are much smaller than other scheduling mechan

isms under different network utilizations. Although we have to pay extra cost to im

plement the synchronized time reference into scheduling and the measurement me

chanism, we can provide better Qos assurance to network customers. This is espe

cially important to some critical real-time network applications which demand strict 

Qos requirements, and many customers are willing to pay such extra cost to get higher 

service qualities. 

6.2 Further Work and Improvements 

First, currently we treat all incoming flows as the same type, i.e., all flows have 

same the traffic description, including burst size, packet size, average sending rate, 

tolerable delay violation probability. etc. While in actual network environments, there 

can be many different types of flows, including audio flows. stored video flows. video 

conference flows. etc. These flows may require strict packet loss probability; thus 

even packets arrive much late at a hop, they can not be dropped. This means that we 

should further revise the mechanism of dropping packets in our current scheduling 

mechanism. 

Second, we can implement the interval scheduling tu further reduce sorting cost, 

which is essential in high speed networks. Besides, in our system we can employ 
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measurement technology to measure and collect average experienced delay infonna

tion at downstream hops. Both will impose challenges to us: how to choose the proper 

size of scheduling interval and the measurement interval, to achieve the best overall 

network perfonnance? Besides, how can we apply measurement delay information 

into packet scheduling mechanism more effectively? 

Third, once traffic load at the downstream hops changes, GMS will change ex

pected bandwidth and estimations and delay reservations, deadline assignment, and 

priority factors, etc., to better adapt to the current network condition, and provide bet

ter performance to network applications. Then our current simulation codes need to 

adapt to change of traffic conditions. This may bring further implementation costs. 

Forth, we may implement the concept of effective bandwidth into our scheduling 

mechanism. As discussed in Section 2.4, we can present a model that each session 

sends packets with a fixed rate, i.e., the effective bandwidth. However, how can we 

compute the effective bandwidth value of each session, and utilize such a value in 

theoretic analysis, scheduling and simulation work is still a question which deserves 

our further research work. 
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